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Justice O'Connor, Lord Woolf to visit M- W, page 10

MARSHALL-WYTHE SCHOOL OF LAW

America 's First Law School
VOLUME V, ISSUE ONE

First~
By MICHAEL HOMANS
This year's crop of ILs will be
the last to endure M-W ' s
antiquated schedule of year-long
courses.
In addition, the Legal Skills
program has realized its two-year
experiment of awarding A ' s was
a bad idea, and is reverting to the
pass/faiUHonors grading system .
The major overhaul in the fIrsty ear curriculum will be
implemented next fall, adding
Criminal Law and statutory law
electives to the schedule and
reducing the requirements for the
other courses. Most courses
such as Property and Torts, will
be presented in one semester.
Only Contracts and Legal Skills
will be required both semesters
for the class of'98. (See the chart
above for the full list of the
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year courses to change
NEW COURSES

Fall
Constitutional Law
Torts
Property
Contracts
Legal Skills

4
4
4
2
2

curriculum changes).
"Our focus was ' what do we
need to deliver to first- year
students that' s truly fundamental
to get them started?'" explained
Acting Vice Dean Jayne W .
Barnard, who chaired the ad hoc
committee offaculty and students
that developed the new
curriculum. "One of the. things
we thought was most lacking was
very little exposure in the first
year to statutory materials .. . .
We ' ve sensed a great deal of
student support for the changes,

Spring
Statutory Elective
Criminal Law
Civil Procedure
Contracts
Legal Skills

3
3
4
3
2

particularly for the notion of a
reduction of class hours [from 33
credits to 3 1 for the fIrst year], and
ofadding Crim inal Law in the fIrst
year."
Barnard said the changes were
recommended after more than a
year of study, including surveys
of 29 peer law schools, ranging
from Yale and Harvard to
Wisconsin and Iowa. Most such
schools offer Criminal Law in the
first year, and many are adding
statutory law classes. The
statutory law electives to be

offered at M- W have not been
determined .
The faculty
approved the proposed changes
at the end of the spring semester.
The offering of more classes
with fewer credits per class will
force professors to trim some
substantive material from their
courses, according to Barnard.
However, the stress will remain
on the fundamental s of each
subject and upper-level electives
will be added to delve into the
details. A concrete schedule of
upper-level course additions has
yetto be developed. The decision
to return to a pass/ fail and high
pass Legal Skills grading system
was made separately, at the
recommendation ofa Legal Skills
review committee.' While this
y ear ' s I Ls--and subsequent
classes--will receive Honors

marks for exceptional work in
Legal Skills, itwill notaffecttheir
grade point averages. But 2Ls
who began under last year ' s
system will continue to vie for
A ' s this year.
Professor James Moliterno, a
co-founder and co-chair of the
Legal Skills program , stated that
faculty and students were in
general agreement that the
addition of the A grade to the

See COURSES on 18
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F~~l!xD!~~ in!r~~~~~~~dite~~~~ao~e~:~~e?M~~~er's hands full
The 1994-95 academic year opened with
new leadership in theM-W Administration.
After an exhaustive two-year.search, Dean
Thomas Krattenmaker assumed the helm
of the law school in July.
Krattenmaker says there is no need for
great changes in M-W ' s direction at
present. The school has had a sensible
growth pattern in recent years, he explained,

faculty, the students, and the administration. For the most part, Krattenmaker
would like to "stay the same course" as
previous administrations, although he felt
that some modification is necessary.
The biggest problem currently facing
the law school is a lack of space. With its
classrooms packed to capacity, the library
constantly expanding, and only limited '

EmotionalBLSAfetes Spencer
By SHEILA H.M. BROOKS
A crowd of approx imately 40 students
and faculty gathered at Trinkle Hall on
Aug. 27 to bid farewell to Professor
Margaret P. Spencer. The news was alread
known, but the gathering made it official:
Spencer was leaving M -W to begin a new
career as Judge Spencer, district court
judge for the General Circuit in the City of
Richmond. Spencer will be hearing cases
where the disputed amounts will be less
than $10,000, including landlord-tenant
and breach of contract cases.
The event, sponsored by Black Law
Students Association (BLSA), offered
refreshments, speakers, and memories. The
crowd expressed a variety of emotions in
reaction to Spencer' s departure. "There
was a mixture of sadness and happiness at

Judge Margaret Spencer

See SPENCER on 20

physically expand. Although there are no
concrete plans for this endeavor at present,
Krattenmaker expressed his desire to add
several mid-sized classrooms and provide
more space for student organizations. He
would also like to dedicate more room to
the library.
M-W' s faculty and its curriculum are
two other areas in which Krattenmaker
sees a need for expansion. In addition to
the vacancy created by Professor Margaret
Spencer' s appointment to the bench,
Krattenmaker would like to see three new
faculty positions added within the next
five years. He believes that an increase in
the number of professors would not only
relieve some of the existing professors
from teaching the same courses every
year, but also would allow for a broader
and deeper curriculum.
Krattenmaker ' s commitment to
enhancing M-W ' s course selection is
manifested by the 18 new courses offered
this fall. Krattenmaker and Acting ViceDean Jayne Barnard collaborated to expand
the curriculum in time for Registration last
spring. Krattenmaker expressed his interest
in seeing this trend continue with more indepth courses for 2L and 3L students. He
also feels thatthe law school would benefit
from additional sections in some of the
basic courses as well as optional thirdyear " legal skills' courses to teach

Dean Thomas Krattenmaker
professional skills and professional ethics.
Another problem Krattenmaker would
like to combat this year is the law school s
sense of isolation. To extend M-W ' s
horizons beyond Williamsburg and its 17th
century focus, he plans to expand the
speaker series and recruit more visiting
professors. He would also like to see more
exposure to other law schools and send
more representatives to conferences.
Krattenmaker ; an avid sports
enthusiast, also commented that W&M ' s
intennural program is badly underfunded
and needs room for people of a more
advanced age than the typical student.
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Out Of Our Heads
This issue marks the beginning of another academic year to be
encapsulated in the pages of the Amicus Curiae. The newspaper
not only reports but, just as importantly, reflects the interests and
opinions of the student body. Columns such as "CrossfIre,"
"Featured Commentary" and "Letters to the Editor" exist as an
open forum for you to vent your anger or offer praise concerning
any issue in or outside of the law school that elicits such emotions.
Although "Music for the Masses" will continue to offer a
diverse review of music, it is available for "guest reviewers" who
wish to review any new music not covered by our staff. And,
periodically, we would like to include reviews oflive concerts in the
area.
One new column, "What' s Going On," will feature a different
organization in each issue to inform the law school community
about the many opportunities for contributing to the community
existing outside the walls ofM-W, and, hopefully, increase student
participation in those activities. We also hope to publish short
stories and poems from those of you who have tired oflegal writing
and wish to exercise the right S"ide of your brains for a change.
The installation of Dean Thomas Krattenmaker, the addition of
numerous adjuncts, the increase in the curriculum by 18 courses,
the chariges in grading the Legal Skills Program, and other alterations
at M-W just since last semester lead us to believe that this will be
an exciting year. And that does not include the unforeseeable news
items.
Probably more than any event in M-W's recent history, the
two-year Dean search makes us realize that in order to thrive the
school must become more diverse and less insulated. This year' s
fIrst year class is a reflection of the school ' s commitment towards
this goal. But diversity only works with active discourse. To better
achieve this goal, we urge the M-W community to not only read
the Amicus, but to actively contribute to it as well. It is true that
3Ls run the school but one should always remember that the
present 2Ls will be running it next year (and you 1Ls will soon tire
of compulsive studying), so now's the time to get involved.

THE AMICUS CURIAE
Marshall-Wythe School of Law
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Homestyle Vegetable Chowder v. Busy Schedule
First:

Cut, slice, chop and fully
remove stems from:
One quart okra
(Mark as Exhibit "A")

Serves 2.6 precisely

Second: Have culinary assistant
prepare:
Two cups diced celery
(Mark as Exhibit "B")
Third:

Seed, remove membrane:
One· green pepper
(Mark as Exhibit "C")

Prepare Exhibits for water trial:
Four cups boiling water (Jury)
One teaspoon brown sugar (Judge)
One-fourth teaspoon paprika(Bailift)
...AndTheVerdictIs ...That'sADarnn
Fine Soup!
Note: See Emanuel's Tort Guidefor general
assistance with 'fetid food" lawsuits.

Renowned law professor turned study-aid guru
makes hasty decision to expand his audience base.

From the Editor's Desk.
Fifteen weeks away from
Williamsburg, otherwise known
as summer vacation, results in a
different routine for the majority
of law students. As active
participants in the world, law
students become functioning
members of society. Deadlines
are meaningful, and accordingly
alarm clocks are answered.
Following work, students who
were previously in danger of
becoming fixtures at Paul's now
are able to successfully socialize
without too much damage to
psyche or reputation.
Part of being acclimated into
"the real world" comes the
realization that being a law
student means not living in a
vacuum. During the respite from
classes, newspapers are read on
the subway or at breakfast tables
before work on a much more
regular basis than occurs during
the school year.
This past summer there were
many incidents in the world to
To the Editor:
The Executive Board of the
Law Review has completed its
evaluation of the timing of the
writing competition. As you
know, this past academic year,
the Review experimented with
holding the writing competition
during Spring Break instead of
just after final exams in May. At
the time thatthe decision to move
the writing competition to Spring
Break was announced, some of
the then first -year students
voiced their opposition. to the
change. Accordingly, we agreed

prompt one to question one's
place in the world. Floods in the
South, the Haitian and Cuban
refugee crises, starvation in
Rwanda, were all headline news.
But if they occurred during the
semester, how many of us would
have been aware of these
tragedies? How many ofus would
have felt affected by them,
regardless of whether one was
moved to assist in the various
relieffunds?
Living in a metropolitan area,
one is too aware of the world's
problems--the
numerous
homeless people, the random
violence--that have almost
become cliches. Living in
Williamsburg, we are able to focus
much more on ourselves and the
concerns of our peer groups
simply because a lot of the day is
not spent stepping over the
homeless on the sidewalks or
deciding which beggar is· more
deserving of our coins in every
subway car.

Letters
to review the decision at the
conclusion of the competition.
As part of our evaluation, we
circulated surveys to first-year

• •

Legal skills, reading for class,
job search , extracurricular
activities, and attempts at having
a social life fill our lives. It is an
environment conducive to
studying, but not a realistic one.
Replaining knowledgeable of
world affairs keeps us from
becoming too insular and c\oseminded. The importance of
appreciating other points of view
are not as evident in an academic
environment. Just as the law
reaches beyond ivy towers and
law journals, leaming does not
exclusively occur in the
classrooms. Insights beyond
ourselves affect our future
interactions with others who do
not belong to our very selective
peer groups.
Thank goodness that there is
a world outside ofWiUiamsburg;
let's attempt to remain abreast of
it. Insights beyond ourselves
could only help us to become
better advocates of the law. And
the public's view oflawyers could
certainly use improving.
students and to faculty members
who teach first-year classes. The

See WRITE on 11

Editorial Policy
The letters and opinion pages of the Amicus Curiae are
dedicated to aU student opinion regardless ofform or content. We
reserve therightto edit for spelling and grammar, but not content.
Letters to the Editor are not intended to reflect the opinion of
the newspaper or its staff. All letters to the Editor should be
submitted by 5 p.m.on the Wednesday prior to publication.
We cannot print a letter without confirmation of the author's
name. We may, however, withhold the name on request.
Letters over 500 words may be returned to the writer with a
request that they be edited for the sake of space.
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Not the Same Law
School You Left in.May
By MONICA THURMOND

organizations ' bulletin and the
As law students ventured SBA window signs will no longer
down the hall to their hanging be noticed. SBA President Julie
files for the flfsttime this semester, Patterson (3L) believes that the
they found nothing. The files had problem can be overcome: " When
been moved to the student lounge. the hanging files were at the end
This was one of several changes ofthe hall , the SBA could count
made in the building over the on students walking by the SBA
summer. The paper recycling in office every day; they would be
the stairwell is also gone, as is the sure to see SBA notices of
upcoming events. We' lljusthave
Marriot food cart.
Most of the changes around to put more effort into advertising
the law school building resulted our events.
"As far as the organizations'
from a visitbyW&MFire Safety
officer Gregory Wiggins. His job bulletin board is concerned, I think
is to measure the College ' s students will still make an effort
buildings against the state fire to check the board because of
their individual interests in the
code.
Wiggins performed his different groups."
inspection of the law school on
The paper recycling in the
May 20 and called to Dean stairwell was removed for two
Galloway's attention several fire reasons. Besides a fire code
hazards present in the building.
requirement that nothing may be
According to Wiggins , stored in a stairwell, the paper
hallways need to be 'clear of all itselfwas a fife hazard.
obstructions. Consequently, the
The ' P.A.D. Bookstore was
hanging files are now in the also cited by Wiggins for fife
student lounge. "We've kept the safety code violations. The
hanging files at the end of the hall bookstore, which is located in a
for eleven years," said Galloway, basement closet, shares its small
" but the motive behind moving . space with an emergency pump.
the files is people's safety, which Last year, the pump flooded ,
takes
precedence
over causing considerable damage to
the bookstore,
cortvenience."
Besides the possibility. of
Moving the hanging files has
caused some concern that the flooding, Wiggins pointed out

Despite the hanging files' recent move, the Republic remains strong
that the number of books and
other materials being kept in such
a small space was a fire hazard. If
and where the P.A.D. Bookstore
will relocate has not been
determined.
The Legal Skills file cabinets
were also cited as a fire hazard,
They are currently located on the
second floor hallway outside of
the Office of Career Planning and
Placement (OCPP). "The file
cabinets are going to be removed
to Room 237 , which used to be the
Post-Conviction Assistance

Program (P.C.A.P.) office," said
Galloway . "Legal Skills is
responsible for moving them, so
Idon' tknowwhen itwilloccur."
The Marriott food cart, while
not a target ofthe fire inspection,
is conspicuously absent from the
law school this year.
Many students counting on
this service were disappointed to
fmd it abandoned. "Having a
meal plan, I found it really
convenient to get my lunch atthe
food cart on days that 1 didn't
have time to leave school," said

Erin Hawkins (2L).
Whether or not the food cart
servicewillretumtothelawschool
is at this time uncertain. " We
want them to continue to provide
food here, but Marriott doesn ' t
see it as profitable," Galloway
observed.
Marriott and the law school
are considering a variety of
solutions to the food cart
problem. One possibility being
con-sidered is to not operate the'

See GONE « on 4

ACLU celebrates successes, suffers some setbacks
By LEE RANIERI

On the whole, it could have been a
worse summer for the Virginia chapter of
the American Civil Liberties Union
(ACLU). But it could have been a lot
better: A mixed bag of results left the
ACLU's objectives in its major cases
unfulfilled--temporarily, the group hopes.
One disappointment for the ACLU
came in Clark v. Virginia Board of Bar
. Examiners. The suit was brought by Julie
Ann Clark, a 'recent graduate of George

Mason University Law School and a
Virginia Bar applicant. Clark claimed the
Virginia Board Character and Fitness
application ' s question about applicants '
mental health history is an illegal invasion
of privacy and a violation ofthe Americans
with Disabilities Act (ADA).
This summer, the suit was dismissed
with prejudice by a federal district court,
which held that Clark ' s suit was an
individual action that did not affect bar
ap'plications in general, and as such was

All students can vote on rights
symposium topic tomorrow
By JOHN CROUCH
All students are invited to vote
Wednesday on a topic for next spring' s
Bill ofRights Student Symposium, held by
the Student Division of Marshall-Wythe's
Institute of Bill of Rights Law.
Proposed topics are 1) capital
punishment, 2)censorsbipandthestudent
press , 3) tensions between the
establishment clause and free exercise.of
religion, the religious right and the Bill of
Rights, and 4) the Crime Bill' s new
requirement that convicted sex criminals
register with local police when they move . '
Final debate and voting will take place
at ameeting Wednesday evening at 6:00 in
room 120. Voting is limited to topics already

proposed.
The Student Symposia have been held
armually for several years. Prominentle.gal
scholars, Marshall-Wythe students, and
a variety of public figures take part.
Clay Batchelor (3L), who organized
last year's tumultuous symposium on
homosexual families , urged people
interested in each topic to bring people to
the meeting to vote with them .
Batchelor also said that traditionall ,
the people who agitate for the winning
topic are the ones who do the most \\ ork
to make the symposium happen. However,
scores of students work on the event, with
five orten making ita big part of their Ii es
for a few months.

notreviewable by federal courts. Disputing - denied her visitation with Tyler at least
Clark' s assertion that she was a disabled eight times since the original custody ruling
person under the meaning ofthe ADA , the and "is doing everything she can to break
court also claimed in dicta that she lacked the mother-son bond." This affidavit was
standing to bring the suit. Clark and the filedwithamotionaskingthestate' shighest
ACLU plan to appeal to the Fourth Circuit court to expedite its ruling on the ·appeal.
Court, protesting both of these findings. So far, the court has not ruled on the
In better news for the ACLU, in June petition for appeal orthe motion to expedite
'
the Virginia Court of Appeals awarded the decision .
In other legal action this summer the
custod of a 3-year-old. to his lesbian
mother in arulingthatACLU Legal Director ACLU agreed to represent a Navy sailor
Stephen Pershing called "sound and who was discharged for acknowledging
sensitive" and "squarel within existing his homosexuality, following a point-blank
law." The Court of Appeals order question from a superior. The ACLU
overruled a September 1993 decision by contends the question never should have
Circuit Court Judge Buford M. Parsons, Jr, been asked and is a "miscarriage of the
Parsons ruled that Sharon Bottoms' lesbian ' Don tAsk, Don ' tTell ' policy."
The group also filed a voting-rights
relationship rendered her "unfit" for
custody of her son Tyler, and awarded suit against the city of Newport News last
custody to Kay Bottoms , T y ler ' s month, claiming that the organization of its
grandmother. Sharon Bottoms was allowed " at-large' city council elections amounts
visitation each Monday morning until to vote dilution of minority neighborhoods in violation of section 2 of the
Tuesday evening.
After the Court of Appeals decision, Voting Rights Act of 1965. The Justice
Kay Bottoms appealed to the Supreme Department has also threatened the city
with action on this issue.
Court of Virginia and has retained custod
Students and others interested in civil
of Tyler under the terms of the original
custody agreement. Until the Virginia liberties issues are invited to attend any of
Supreme Court decides whether to hear the e ents sponsored by the M-W chapter
the appeal--a ruling wh ich normally takes oftheACLU throughoutthe ear. Persons
several months--Kai Bottoms will retain interested in joining the chapter, or
custody of her grandson.
assisting in research and other preliminary
Sharon Bottoms filed an affida it on work for irginia ACLU cases should
Aug. _3, claiming that her mother had contact Scott Drabenstadt (3L).
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What's 'Going On

CASA

provid.e s

By AMYWASKOWIAK
andBRETILONEY
Every day in America 1,849
children are abused or neglected.
In 1992, 1,26 1 of these children
lost their lives. Over 100 children
in Virginia over the past three
years have died as a result of
abuse and neglect.
For most Americans, child
abuse is a tragic, yet remote
problem , a subject seen
occasionally on the nightly news
that evokes shock and outrage.
For some, however, the problem
of child abuse is not shown in
news reports or statistics.
Child abuse is displayed in
the faces of children, young and
old, whose lives are shattered by
emotional, physical, and sexual
abuse. It is children struggling to
survive when fulfillment of their
basic needs is adaily uncertainty.
These children, if their needs
are disco-vered at all, must face an
overwhelmed system of courts

"a

and social service departments,
who struggle to handle ever
increasing case loads with equally
increasing financial constraints.
It is nearly impossible to provide
individual attention to the
increasing numbers of children
who come through the system.
In 1977, a juvenile judge in
Seattle, David Soukup, created a
program to ensure that abused
and neglected children would
have their voices heard -- through
a trained advocate appointed to
represent their interests.
The Court Appointed Special
Advocate Program (CASA)
serves as "A child' s voice in
court" in over 550 local programs
in all 50 states. CASA volunteers
undergo rigorous training and
serve as officers of the juvenile
court. CASA volunteers provide
the individual attention abused
and neglected children need.
When abuse and ne glect
cases come before a juvenile

In

VOIce

child's

judge, a CASA volunteer is
appointed to investigate the case
and make recommendations.
CASA volunteers are given
complete access to all
educational, health, and other
recorqs about ,the chil~ !q.assist
in their work. Volunteers also
interview family members ,
teachers, neighbors, counselors,
social workers, and others with
information about the child.
CASA volunteers prepare a
report on the child's situation
and make recommendations on
the proper services and
placement for the child. Thisreport
is submitted to the juvenile judge.
Judges frequently view this
report as the best source of
information about the child' s
situation and most view CASA
as an important part of their
courtroom.
CASA volunteers also assist
in monitoring compliance with
any court orders imposed to

•

•

protect or assist the children
involved.
The CASA program has
proved to be highly effective in
ensuring thatthe needs of abused
and neglected children are
addressed. CASA volunteers
push for lo~g-term and complete
solutions to a child' s problems.
The program has been recognized by the United States Department of Justice as one of the
most effective juvenile delinquency prevention programs in
the nation, since it attempts to
address children's problems before a child turns to violence or
delinquency as a response to past
abuse.
For law students, the CASA
program pro v ides a unique
opportunity to serve abused and
neglected children as well as gain
experience in the juvenile court
system.
Law students receive practice
in interviewing and writing. They

court"

also gain invaluable courtroom
experience and a greater
knowledge of community
services and programs.
The greatest benefit of
CASA, however, is the joy of
making a direct difference in a
child 's life. Volunteers gain firsthand knowledge of the plight of
abused and neglected children in
a way that cannot be duplicated.
Child abuse becomes a real
problem with individual faces, and
volunteers commit themselves to
doing everything possible to
make those faces smile again .
M-W students have served
CASA programs in both
WilliamsburgandNewportNews.
Law students serve as
volunteers, interns, and
organizers, helping to meet a
continual demand for dedicated
people to serve the CASA
program . Students interested in
CASA can contact Am y
Waskow iak or Brett Loney (3 Ls).

Brown desegregation case cOllllllemorated at conference
By VANESSA PETERSON
The Institute of Bill of Rights Law and
Howard Un iversity School of Law
commemorated the 40th anniversary of
Brown v. Board of Education by cosponsoring a tv/o-day conference on May
17 and 18, 1994 in Williamsburg. More
than 700 people attended the conference,
which featured civil rights pioneers of this
century and leaders of the next generation . .
Rodney A. Smolla and Kay P. Kindred,
directors of the Institute, summed up the
event as an unqualified success. "The
conference was moving on many levels: as
history, as serious academic dialogue, and
as a forum for building bridges connecting
different groups within our national
community ," according to a letter from the
directors.
An appearance by Supreme Court
Justice Stephen Breyer, who was then
preparing for his Senate confirmation
hearings, along with 60 other speakers
ranging from law professors to civil rights
activists , attracted numerous media
representatives, including crews from CNN
and "The Today Show."
The first day' s events featured a moot
court exercise on "Single Race Schools in
the 1990s," panel discussions on "The
Evolving Debate Over the Ideal of
Integration" and " Brown In Light of the
Current State ofAmerican Public Schools."
An evening session entitled "Tapestry,"
featured music, recitals, and a panel
discussion on "Remembering the Virginia
Experience."
The panel entitled "Remembering the
Virginia Experience" consisted ofJames E.
Ghee, civil rights attorney in Prince Edward
County ; Calvin C. Green , Virginia
clergyman and educator; Oliver W. Hill,
who is a partner at Hill, Tucker & Marsh ill

Richmond and one of the litigators in the
. Brown case' the Hon. Robert R. Merhige,
. Jr., senior district judge of the U. S. District
Court for the Eastern District of Virginia;
and Jonathan K. Stubbs, associate
professor at the University of Richmond
T .C. Williams Schoo 1of Law .
The panel moderators were L. Douglas
Wilder, former governor of Virginia, and
the Hon. Margaret P. Spencer, General
District Court Judge in Richmond.
Green was a plaintiff in Green v. New
Kent, the 1963 U. S. Supreme Court case
that challenged Virginia's policy ofschool
segregation. Drawing on Old and New
Testament imagery, Green described
Brown as the " Moses" of school
desegregation cases for creating a
commandment of non-segregation and
Green as "Jesus Christ" for describing
redistricting of public schools as a remedy
for segregation.
The conference concluded on May 18
with panels on " Equality Issues in Higher
-Education;" "The Ongoing Controversy
Over Neighborhood Schools;" "Equality
and the First Amendment: The Hate Speech
Conundrum;" "The Future ofCivil Rights:
The Agenda for the Next Decade;" and
"The Future of Civil Rights." Seminars
were held on "The View of History from
Thurgood Marshall ' s Papers," "The
Supreme Court and Race Forty Years After
the Brown Cases," and "A Conversation
on Racial Differences in Education
Quality."
The Hon. Damon Keith, circuit judge of
the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Sixth
Circuit and Executive Chair ofthe national
steering committee for the conference, said
he hoped that people would take away
"celebration, commemoration, and a
challenge that the promise of Brown has

-Illstil ,,. of Bill of Rights Law

Marking the 40tb anniversary of Brown v. Board were Oliver W.
Hill, Esq., Judge Margaret P. Spencer, Judge RobertR. Merbige,
Jr., and former Virginia Governor L. Douglas Wilder.
never been fully achieved.'
In closing, Smolla said he was full of
anger and sadness because of the lack of
white male faculty participation on the part
of the College of William & Mary, but
commented that the participation level
would have been the same at any
predominantly white institution.

GONE from 3
food cart on Fridays, when few students
are in the building in the afternoon. Marriott
is considering issuing a survey to the
students to discover what type of service
would best suit the law school, including
what foods would be preferable.
The closest Marriott food service is at

In conjunction with the conference,
the Black Law Students Association
(BLSA) presented the school with a plaque
commemorating the anniversary ofBrown.
Inscribed on the plaque is a quote from
Martin Luther King, Jr. which reads: "Every
step toward the goal of justice requires
sacrifice, suffering, and struggle."
the Marketplace in the Campus Center.
Unlike last year, the M~ketplace is now a
cash operation, so students without meal
plans may use it. It resembles a food court,
with many different stalls providing foods
such as taco-s or "~izzling salads" with
steak or chicken. Marriot's hope is that
law students will begin to use the
Marketplace as a lunch alternative.
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More Sightings ofM-W Aliens Landing in Williamsburg
By ALEXANDRASIL VA
night of dancing to house music, give ' a go for a few years in the hopes of
Walking down the hall between Mark a call.
discovering something likeable. I regret
classes, you always hear plenty of "hey
lbree other Australians are in our m idst. that I did not have the opportunity to
are y' all tixin' to go to lunch?" or even the They arrive from Adelaide University on interview the third Aussie, Kyam Maher.
occasional ''yo, did you like read for Torts?" an exchange program of sorts (anyone
Xin Chen is from Beijing, P.R. China.
But every so often you hear an accent or interested in doing the reverse should He graduated from Peking University in
a phrasing which immediately draws your check the bulletin board for information). 1982 with a law degree, and spent the next
attention. Aside from 3L Greg James 's All three are veterans ofW&M Law with ten years working for the Ministry of
familiar repertoire, these accents usually one semester already under their belts. Foreign Trade and Economic Cooperation.
belong to the ever-growing percentage of Louise Lobbe is from a place about four Chen spent two years in Jamaica at the
international students matriculating at M- hours east of Adelaide called Dimboola. Chinese embassy, and then returned in
W. So, in honor oftheir longjourneys, and She loves traveling and any outdoor March to join the law firm Haiwen& Partners
to help smooth the transition, here is a brief activity, and spent this past summer which has allowed him to take an education
introduction to the "aliens" at W&M.
driving across America and Canada. She leave. He chose to spend the time at W &M
Each year a student from London ftnds Americans to be super friendly but mostly because his wife is located in
University attends M-W with the honor of states that as a whole they are "realistically Richmond. So far he is happy with the
being the Drapers Scholar. This year's tense." She is taking Intellectual Property, choice.
Samoa Watanabe, a lL, was born in
recipient is from Sydney, Australia. Mark White Collar Crime, Family Law and
Beard has lived in London for the last three Employment Discrimination.
Japan where she lived until 1987. After
. years. Despite spending a majority of his
Emma Christie also travelled across the attending international prep schools in
waking hours studying for law school, he _ United States and Canada this summer in Japan, she decided to attend college in
has come to prefer London to his home search of a better night life than Paul's California.
Having not been jaded by a few years
country. When asked about his ftrst Deli. Her fIrst impression of Williamsburg
impression of M-W, he replied that he was shock over the small size, but overall of law school , Watanabe views
liked the campus and found everything she likes the personal size of the school Williamsburg as cute and is excited to be
"rather more spacious" than England. and not feeling like just another face in the on the East Coast. She looks forward to
utilizing her experience of balancing
Surprisingly, the night life in Williamsburg crowd.
Emma is not that interested in the Japanese and Western cultures to help
is less than satisfying; so, if any one ever
ventures to Richmond or Norfolk for a practice oflaw, but ftgures she will give it others.

ocpp

Asel Djusupbekova hails from the
Kyrgyzstan, a former Soviet Republic. She
likes America and Williamsburg, but she is
having a hard time dealing with the
humidity. In her free time, she likes to read,
listen to music, go dancing andjusttalking
with people. One possible topic of
conversation might be about her choice to
take Legal Skills.
Armida Maria is from Tegucigalpa , the
capital of Honduras. She is enthusiastic
about the benefits of investing in
Honduras and would like to return as a
legal counsel for national and foreign
investors. When asked about her biggest
culture shock, she answered " When
Americans start citing all the movie and TV
shows they all have seen and know by
heart."
Dragan Vujic comes down from
Kitchener, Onatario. He loves to play
softball, swim, do martial arts, hunt and
ftsh . He ftnds Americans to be friendl y,
laid back and interesting--waituntil frnals!
He bemoans the lack of Tim Horton ' s
Coffee and Donut Shops, but I am sure he
will be a pancake junkie by the time he
leaves. His professional goal is to teach or
practice international law .

to students: hang loose

By CAROLINE BOUTWELL

The hiring market for law
school graduates has improved
in recent years, although much
of the hiring activity is lateral
rather than at the entry level,
states Associate Dean Robert
Kaplan . However, the employmentpicture is not entirely bleak.
Kaplan estimates that 60 percent
of the 1993 graduating class
found full- time legal employment by the early summer. This
estimation does p.ot take into
account graduates who have not
reported their plans to OCPP,
graduates who accept non-legal
employment, and graduates who
chose to continue their education. A majority of last year' s
graduates are employed in fmns,
as judicial clerks, and with the
government.
Through self-marketing and
by exploring the employment
options available in addition to
the traditional fIrm route, current
students should be able to fmd
full-time legal employment.
Third year students should
not overlook judicial clerkships
as an employment option. According to Kaplan, a "surprising
number" of clerkships in state
courts , and some federal
clerkships, are ftlled by tbird year
students. Recent federal appointees, specialty courts, such as
bankruptcy courts, and staffclerk
positions are often ftlled by students who apply during their
third year.
Public interest law is a viable

though a public interest career another degree will help, further
generally requires a long stand- education may serve to only ining interest in public service. . crease a student's debt burden.
Kaplan believes that students In choosing a program, students
interested in public interest work must look at what percentage of
need to develop a track record as graduates from the program are
most public interest employers hired, where and when they are
look for evidence ofa student's hired, and the reputation of the
consistent commitment to public program.
Unfortunately, some stuinterest law.
Unlike law fIrms, public inter- dents may fmd themselves withest employers generally carmot outa paying legal j ob after graduforecast their hiring plans, and ation. And some students may
many such employers do not hire actually expect a period ofun emgraduates until they have passed ploymentas most hiring for small
the bar exam . Through such re- ftrms , prosecutor's offices, and
sources as the OCPP library, the legal aid offices occurs after
National Association for Public graduates pass the bar exam .
During a period of unemployInterest Law (NAPlL) Job Fair
held in October, and the ment Kaplan recommends either
Charlottesville Public InterestJob volunteering in an unpaid full or
Fair held in the spring, students part time legal position or workcan contact public interest em- ing fora legal temporary agency.
ployers who usually do not have Both types ofwork allow a graduate to keep his legal skills fresh ,
a formalized hiring system.
Students may also wish to wh ile offering chances for netlook into non-traditional careers, working and fmd ing full time .
such as alternative dispute reso- work. Graduates should not belution. "A lot ofjobs are available come discouraged but graduates
where legal education and law should continue the job search
related skills can be useful," says by utilizing such resources as
alumni, state and local bar assoKaplan.
According to Kaplan, nation- ciations, undergraduate and law
wide statistics indicate that more school career offices and onlaw school graduates are report- line computer services.
Finally, Kaplan warns against
ingnon-traditional jobs now than
immobilization
in the job search
in the past. Graduates may fmd
process.
Although
there is a
that other graduate degrees, such
as an LL.M. , are useful in obtain- tight market, students who are
ing their employment objectives. aggressive and creative, and who
Choosing additional educa- do not rely entirely on job
tion depends on personal circum- postings, will ultimately frnd
stances and career goals: unless work.

II.

Take a study break!
Call Domino's, relax and enjoy.
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---Law Watch
ByJOHN CROUCH and
JONATHAN SHELDON
COPS' SENTENCE DOUBLED: When
they appealed, the Ninth Circuit doubled
Stacy Koon and Lawrence Powell's 30month sentences for beating Rodney King.
The trial judge had strayed from sentence
guidelines because the men might be
abused in prison. (London Times).
BAD SHOTS: Of694 shootings by L.A .
police, three-fourths led to disciplinary
action against officers, a study found .

(Guardian)
ALASKAN BANISHMENT: A Tlingit
tribal court banished two young Tlingit
pizza robbers to unidentified barren islets
for a year. They can take axes, sleeping
bags and clam forks. (Richmond TimesDisp atch) Their trial began Friday. The
coutroom was first cleansed ofevil spirits,
after which the 12 judges drank devil ' sclub juice to purify their judgement. The
complaining witness willingly came all the
way from Seattle to testify. An Everett,
Wash. judge had released the convicts to
the tribal court. (New York Times)
DON'T ASK: A bar application that asks
about past therapy might violate the Americans with Disabilities Act, a Miami federal
judge said. (Law Week)
SEX HARARASSMENT: Ajury imposed
$7, I 00,000 in punitives on Baker &
MacKenz ie, a Chicago law firm , for harassment of a secretary. (USA Today)
GA YS: The Navy cannot discharge Petty
Officer Keith Meinhold for saying he was
gay, the Ninth Circuit held. (Law Week)
AIDS: HIV without symptoms is adisability under the ADA, a Philadelphia federal
judge said. (Law Week)
CABLE MONOPOLIES DOOMED: The
FCC can let phone companies sell cable TV
service without local government approval, a federal appeals court held. (Daily

Press)
SPEECH: Speeches at zoning board meetings cannot be defamation, said a New
York appeals court. (Wall Street Journal)

Banning "aggressive panhandling" is
unconstitutional, a Baltimore judge held.
(USA Today) A 150-dayapprovalprocess
for adult bookstores is an unconstitutional prior restraint, the Fourth Circuit
said. (National Law Journal) The Klan
has a right to plant a cross in a public
square, the Sixth Circuit said. (National

Law Journal)
RIGHT TO FRANGLAIS: France' s new
ban on foreign words violates freedom of
expression under the 1798 Declaration of
Human Rights, France' s Constitutional
Council ruled. The ban still covers state
employees, contracts and some ads. Meanwhile the government put up 8,000 procondom billboards in English. (Guard-

ian)
LEGALESE BANNED: Pennsylvania
banned Latin, passive verbs, double negatives and run-on sentences in contracts.
Eight states have such laws, 15 are considering them . (New York Times)
CHARTER SCHOOLS: A challenge to
Michigan ' s state-funded charter schools
was dismissed for lack of standing. (USA

Today)
ABORTION: Michigan and Minnesota
must fund abortions for the poor, said a
Lansing federal judge and a Minneapolis
state judge. (National Law J our nal)
South Dakota cannot require parental
notification , said a Pierre federal judge.

(USA Today)
RAPE THERAPY ADMISSIBLE: Rape
defendants can get victims' therapy records
an~ use them as evidence if necessary for
a fair trial , Michigan 's Supreme Court held.

(Richmond Times-Dispatch)
FORFEITURE FOILED: Subjecting drug
dealers to prosecution and civil asset forfeiture is double jeopardy, a Texas appeals
court said. (National Law J ournal)
SEGREGATION BY FAITH: A school
district purposely coterminous with a J ewish sect's village violates the establishment clause, the Supreme Court said. (Law

Week)

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION: U.T.'s law
school cannot have separate evaluations
for minority applicants, said Austin federaljudge Sam Sparks. (Washington Post)
JURY MUST KNOW THE MEANING
OF "LIFE:" South Carolina must let a
capital defendant tell the jury if'life imprisonment" really does mean life without
parole, the Supreme Court said. Prosecutors told the jury the man' s future dangerousness justified execution. (Law Week)
IMPLANT SETTLEMENT: For $4.25
billion, the largest product liability
settlement ever was finalized. (USA Today)
SEIZE THEAMBIGUlTY: Once a suspect
waives his Miranda rights and agrees to
interrogation, the questioning need not
stop when he says, "Maybe I should talk
to a lawyer," the Supreme Court held 5-4.
The majority found this an ambiguous
comment. (Law Week)
CHOP: Saudi Arabia literally disarmed
five thieves. (London Times)
CRIME PA YS: Underthe Children Act, a
juvenile sentenced to get a free excursion
to Belize has the right to have his sentence
carried out and have his "feelings and
wishes" considered, a British review panel
held. Other offenders are still getting
European vacations. Jaunts to Saudi
Arabia might be next. (London Times)
NO CLASS: Making divorce clients go
to parenting class is an unconstitutional
impedimentto divorce and exceeds judges'
-powers, Chicago judge Lester Foreman
held. (National Law Journal)
THE LAW OF ELBOWS: A man gets
divorce grounds when his wife bares her
elbows, Jerusalem rabbi Moshe Bitan
ruled. (London Times).
IT BEATS SHOOTING HIM: A prostitute may sue a pimp for embezzling her
earnings, a French court held. (London

Times)
CERCLA HAS LIMITS: Holders ofeasements are not liable for cleanup ofpollluted
land, the Ninth Circuit held. (Law Week)
TAKINGS: Conditions imposed upon land

use permits are takings if not "roughly
proportional" to anticipated harm from the
proposed development, the Supreme Court
held 5-4. (Law Week)
GREAT-GRANDPARENTALRIGHTS:
A great-grandparent who was a child' s
primary caretaker has no standing to ask
for visitation, New York ' s Appellate division said. (New York Law Journal)
LOVERS' RIGlITS! Longtimeumimnied
cohabitants may recover for emotional
distress from seeing their partner' s death
or serious injury by negligence, New
Jersey' s Supreme Court said. (Law Week)
U.S.'S LONG SENTENCESUNCONSTITUTIONALINQUEBEC: Michigan
cannot extradite a crack dealer from Quebec because he would face a20-year minimum sentence as a first offender, which
" shocks the conscience and is simply unacceptable" under Canada ' s Constitution,
Quebec's highest court held. (Washing-

ton Post)
DAGGERS: California's Assembly voted
to let Sikh children we ar daggers t o school.
The Ninth Circuit said they have a right to
wear them. (USA Today)
RACIAL ELECTION DISTRICTS: Texas
must redraw boundaries of unconstitutional race-based congressional districts
by next March, the Fifth Circuit said.
However, it let them be used for this fall ' s
elections. (Washington Post)
DORMANT COMMERCE AWAKES:
Massachusetts' s scheme of subsidizing
domestic dairies while taxing all milk sold
in the state violates the Commerce clause,
since the "overwhelming majority" ofmilk
sold is imported, the Supreme Court said.

(Law Week)
INNOCENT, BUT "PROVEN GUILTY:"
Illinois death row inmate Joseph Burrows
will get a new trial because a witness from
his first trial has confessed to the murder
Burrows was convicted of, and others
have recanted. (Washington Post)

See LAW WATCH on 20

Campaign Update: the Virginia Senate race heats up
By STEPHEN THOMAS KING
The Virginia Senate race has
evolved into one of the more interesting contests of the upcoming November elections with four
high-profile candidates joining in
the fray. The players are incumbent Senator Charles S. Robb,
former governor of Virginia L.
Douglas Wilder, former Virginia
Attorne y General Marshall
Coleman and retired Marine Lt.
Co!. Oliver North.
Wilder, a renowned political
rival of Democratic nominee
Robb, has entered the race as an
independent, and Coleman announced his candidacy as an independent after the Virginia Republican Party nominated North
as its senatorial nominee in June.
In his most recent political outing Coleman lost by only a few
thousand votes to Wilder in the

1989 gubernatorial race.
Atthe outset of the campaign,
Robb appeared to have the edge
over North. Many felt that North
did not have a realistic chance
due to credibility problems surrounding his role in the IranContra affair. North has surprised
many of the analysts with his
surge in the polls over the past
month or so. In late June, a Washington Post poll gave Robb a 36
to 26 percent lead over North. A
Virginia Commonwealth poll conducted in mid-July showed the
two main candidates in a dead
heat, with C~leman and Wilder
lagging far behind with about II
percent popular support. Robb ' s
own campaign conducted a poll
in August showing similar results.
North' s mostdifficulttaskmay
be garnering the votes of northern Virginia. He has a solid base

ofsupport in rural Virginia; however, he must rely upon the presence of independents Wilder and
Coleman to erode Robb ' s base of
suburban voters if he hopes to
win the election.
The volatility of this election
stems from the presence of the
two well-known independents.
Apparently dissatisfied with their
respective party ' s choices ,
Wilder and Coleman entered the
race. Such a move may also be
calculated on the premise that
credibility problems surrounding
both North and Robb make them
vulnerable.
Neither independent, however, has been able to reap big
endorsements or contributions.
Coleman ' s one coup was winning the endorsement of Virginia
Senator John Warner. If Wilder
and Coleman remain in the con-

test up until the end, they may
very well siphon off voters from
the two front-runners . Neither
has shown any signs of supplanting either Robb or North as front
runner.
North has been the more active and visible candidate during
the summer months, while DemoCntts have complained ofRobb ' s
listlessness. Robb contends that
Congress' extra long summer session kept him away from the campaign trail, although some analysts contend that this is nothing
more than "political rationalization." Robb himself predicted
that North would probably take a
lead in the polls sometime in the
late summer.
On Aug. 26, Sen. Robb responded to criticisms of his campaign style by delivering salvos
at North' s character. He charac-

terized the election as a choice
between "the mainstream and the
extreme." North immediately responded by claiming that Robb
"hasn' t figured out that here in
Virginia, [Robb ' s] the extreme."
The issues given the most
press coverage are gun control
and abortion. North opposes gun
control as a general rule, a position which plays well in rural Virginia, while Robb publicized his
recent vote on the assault weapon
ban. North also opposes abortion inmost instances, while Robb
supports measures allowing abortion in the first six months of
pregnancy.
Oliver North has also come out
in support of a voucher program,
allowing parents to use tax money
for private school tuition. Robb
opposes the idea as one that
would hurt public schools.
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M-W Journals name new staff members

SBA Names Officers and Representatives

W &MJournal of Environ mental Law
M. Bruce Harper, Jason Grech, Stephen King, John Robertson, Deborah Dallmann, Greg
Rougeau, Scott Leipzig, Thomas H. Estes, Jr. , Angela Thornhill, Michael Phillips

President: Julie Patterson
Vice President: LJezelle Dugger
Secretary: Erin Brewster
Treasurer: Mike Cox
Representatives: Andrew Richardson, Jason Van Pelt, Neil Lewis, Diane Preston
In addition , elections forthe three 1L representatives will be held in a few weeks. All
pertinent information will be disseminated at the 1L information session to be held on
Wednesday, Sept. 7. Location TBA.

The W&M Bill of Rights Journal
Chris Ambrosio, Steven Browne, Jim Cady, Paul Davis, Ed Glennon, Carlton Greene,
Cynthia Greene, Nikki Hanna, Rod Ingram, Leah Kahl, Steven Key, Mary Caroline Lee
Jason McCandless, Lisa Moxley, James Nohl, Jill Ryan, Donald Sciortino, Angela
Thornhill, Alison Tuley

The Administrative Law Review
Daniel Bames, Laura Conner, Catherine Curran, Steve Fishbach, Bruce Harper, Jason
Kelley, Mark Kristiansen, Frank Lynch, Diane Preston, Dawn Raines, Danny Reed, Chris
Rusek, Chris Shea

Dates for Spong Invitational Tournament Announced
The 24th annual Spong Invitational Moot Court Tournament will be held on Friday,
Feb. 24 and Saturday, Feb. 25, 1995.
Since the tournament relies heavily on volunteer assistance from fellow classmates,
the board asks that organizations not plan any major events during that weekend. In
case ofany conflicts, please contact Carla Archie (2L) via the hanging files or in the Moot
Court Office at Extension 1-3861 .

"Leadership Arts of West Africa" at Muscarelle Museum W &M Receives Grant for Public Service Internships
The art ofJeadership in West Africa represents a visually rich resource for studying
community values, traditions, and organizations that structure society. Leadership
items include carved wooden stools, masks, and figures as well as accessories of dress.
The exhibition runs until Oct. 9.

"Master Impressions" at Muscarelle through Oct. 13
This exhibit of great artists includes works ofDurer, Canaletto, Piranesi, Grant Wood,
Rockwell Kent, Henry Moore, Max Weber and Jasper Johns.

The law school received a $7500 grant from the Virginia Law Foundation to fund at
least three student internships in 1995 in legal aid offices, public defender programs,
judicial chambers or private sector pro bono projects. Associate Dean for Career
Planning and Placement Robert Kaplan organized the grant request. Similar grants will
be disbursed to the other five law schools in Virginia.
The grant, funded by the Interest on Lawyers ' TrustAccounts (I OLT A) fund, marks
the sixth consecutive year that M-W has received funding for public service internships
from the Foundation.
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Barnes & Noble takes over the William & Mary bookstore
By STEPHEN THOMAS KING
As you may have noticed the
college bookstore is under new
ownership and management this
year. The College decided to
shift to private ownership instead
of operating the bookstore itself
As a result, New York-based
Barnes & oble took over the
retail as well as textbook sales in
June.
Booksto re manager Jerry
Maloney pro mi ses dramat ic
changes. "The store was, I am
sure, adeq uate for the time it was
bui lt; however, it has become
outdated," explained Maloney.
The remodeling effort will serve
both as a "functional renovation

as well as a badly needed facelift. "
" With any luck. renovation
will be done by Thanksgiving, .
Maloney continued . In the
meantime , he asks that the
students "please be patient. We
wi ll have to m'ove stock around."
He does not foresee a forced
closing of the bookstore during
its renovation. Maloney said he' ll
" do anything to keep the store
open. Even ifI have to sell books
out the back door."
The new bookstore w ill have
carpeting, reading areas, and an
information desk. The amount of
available floor space will be increased considerably, especially.
once the textbooks are moved

down to the basement. The basement is presently used for storage. Maloney envisions expansion in virtually all departments
from retail books to sweatshirts
and t-shirts. He mentioned in
particu lar an increase in th e
amount of computer software
available through the store .
Maloney also promised more
checkout lines to help alleviate
overcrowd ing at the beginning
of the each semester..
With the textbooks moved
downstairs, "there will be more
floor and shelf area for them,"
Maloney said. As it stands now,
"we have to make creative use of
our overstock." In the past, the

bookstore simply stacked boxes
full of books in the aisles.
This year there have been
numerous complaints among law
students of the higher prices on
textbooks . These complaints are
not unique to this year, but there
has been some concern that the
change in ownership has resulted
in price gouging. When asked
about textbook prices, Maloney
said they use "exactly the same
pricing structure the school used
before." This arrangement is part
of the con t ract . neg otiate d
between Barnes & Noble and the
College. According to Maloney,
the prices are based on a college
computer program.

Director ofAuxiliary Facilities
Charlie Donbek, who negotiated
the contract with Barnes & Noble
for the college, said that the
formula which the college uses
for textbook prices keeps them
lower than the national average.
According to him, the bookstore
only marks prices up 22 -23 percent
as opposed to a national average
of26-28 perc<:nt. The idea was
"to protect students from price
in c reases,' add ed Do n bek .
Furthermore, " because Barnes &
N oble h as so m a n y sto res
nationw ide, they have w ider
access to used books," said
Donbek, which helps reduce the
prices paid by students.

Public Service Fund grows immense in its eighth y ear
By KING TOWER and BETH BRUNS
Whether you were in college (or about
to be), or in a career that would eventually
lead you to law school, you probably
remember January of 1987. (Hint: Ollie
North WIiS sought as a Congressional
witn~ss). ' That year, here at MarshallWythe, the William & Mary Public Service
Fund (PSF) was founded , and it funded
two ,students to work in public interest
summer positions. In fact, even that level
of funding was only possible because
then-Dean (now President) Timothy
Sull ivan arranged fora $2,000 contribution
from the law schooL However, the simple
idea of those students in 1987 has since
snowballed into a nationally acclaimed
organization .
By 1990, PSF boasted ten stipend
recipients and was recognized by the
National Association of Public Interest
Law (NAPIL) as the fastest growing
organization of its kind. PSF garnered
further recognition when the Washington
Legal Foundation named it as one of the
top ten student-run public interest law
fund-raising organizations in the nation .
Last year, the PSF Board awarded a record
$3 0,875 in stipends to 18 law students
working across the country in the public
interest.
This growth has been all the more
phenomenal when you consider that the
vast majority ofthis money has been raised
fro m students. Despite the difficult j ob
market in recent years, Marshall- W the
students have consistently increased the
support that they give to PSF.
As for 1994, we. as Co-Chairs of the
PSF Board . would like to encourage the
present tudents and faculty to continue
these successfu l efforts to place students
in public interest summer posit ions. It is
no slight to the hard work of the Board. or
the invaluable contributions ofalumni and
local merchants. to say that it i the
students and faculty of Marshall- Wythe
that have made PSF what it is today. We
are confident that we can continue to
strive toward our goal of funding every
la\\' student who w ishes to work in an
(othenvise) unpaid public interest position.
We would also like to welcome those of
you who are new to the Marshall-Wythe

community, and may not be aware of how
PSF operates. Basically, as you have
probably gathered, PSF uses all of the
funds we are able to compile for just one
purpose: paying stipends to MarshallWythe students working in non-paying
public interest jobs. The PSF Board,
consisting of several students selected
from each class in the law school, is solely
responsible for the organization's fundraising and allocation activities.
Atthe end ofthe year, the Board accepts
applications for fundin g from students
who have offers to work in public interest
positions. The Board and Dean Kaplan
coordinate PSF ' s funding resources with
the school 's, in order to maximize the
number of people receiving stipends. PSF
does not define public interest, rather we
look to the individual applicants to
demonstrate how their positions will
benefit the public. For example, this past
summer saw PSF stipend recipients
working for the NAACP Legal Defense &
Education Fund in Los Angeles , the
Newport Ne w s Common w ealth ' s
Attorney' s Office, Brooklyn's Federal
Public Defender, the Virgin ia Department
of Child Support En forc ement, and
numerous other organizati ons which
provide legal services to indigent or
traditionally under-represented people.
Future issues of the AmicliS w ill include
art icles by th e stipend reci p ients
themselves recounting their summer
experiences.
Although the tru ly rewarding part
about volunteering for PSF is helping to
fund your fellow students in these
worthwhile positions, raising the mone
can really be fun. To do this. PSF obviously
conducts a number of fund -ra ising
activities throughout the year. These
events are the main source of funds for
PSF. and they have the added benefit of
giving a much needed boost to the law
school social scene.
In the fall , PSF will conduct two
fundraisers . In October. look for the 5K
road race ( the " Marshall - Wythe
Ambulance Chase"), which raises funds
through the entry fees and from corporate
sponsorsh ip. Runners get t-shirts and a
chance to participate in an officially timed

race, with prizes for the winners in each
category. LaterthissemesterPSFwiHhost
Casino Night, a Homecoming party
featuring (simulated, of course) casino
gambling. Door prizes, a DJ, and plenty of
refreshments are included for those who
wish to shoot craps for a good cause.
In the spring, PSF starts with the Sea &
Ski party. This event features drawings for
a trip to the Bahamas and (hopefully) a trip
to Wintergreen, and the obligatory limbo
contest. The (in)famous Dinner-Date
Auction comes next, and .. . well, we ' ll tell
you about that later. The Pledge Drive is
the school year's last event, in which PSF
asks each studentto pledge one day of his
or her summer earnings, to be paid the next

fall. This week-long event is most noted
for the Chili Cook-Off, a contest
highlighting M-W' s frnest chefs.
As any one who has volunteered
knows, putting on these parties is easy if
enough people pitch in and help out.
Fortunately, the students and faculty have
chosen to make the best ofthis simple idea,
whether· for the fun of it or for the end
result. In any case, your support is much
appreciated, and we hope you will help us
continue what has become a tradition in
the past seven years ~- students supporting
each other and the goal of the public
interest field generally to make the legal
system work more efficiently and
equitably.

FILM DEVELOPING
Second set of prints

FREE
EVERYWEDNESDAY
Ask for ((Local Lab" and get Second Set
Free along with Low Prices -- when'
brought in on Wednesday .

24 expo Kodacolor $4.95
WITH STUDE T LD.

Massey's
Camera Shop
447 PRINCE GEORGE STREET
WILLIAMSBURG, VA. ' PHONE 229-31 81
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Meet Professor Jim Moliterno

ByMIOIELLELaROSE
ters its fourth week,however, Moliterno's
Jim Moliterno put forth a commend- excitement over his team ' s recent success
able effort to avoid being the subject of is beginning to sound jaded. For the first
this profile. His effoI1ultimately proved time in the forty years that he has been a
to be in vain as we sat in his office last fan, the Indians were at the top of their
week and talked. Thoughhetrul~ enjoys division--and then the strike hit. A spark
the interaction he has with the students flickers briefly in his eyes as Moliterno
in the M-W community, Moliterno is . recounts his trip to watch the Indians play
essentially a private person who genu- in their new stadium this past summer, but
ineIy values the time spent at home with it's soon gone. Given his choice ofany job
in the world, Moliterno would definitely be
his family.
The duties and responsibilities that "a beer-hawker at amajorleague ballpark."
accompany his job as the Director of the
Growing up in Gerard, a small town in
award winning Legal Skills program, and northeasternOhio, Moliternoneverimagas a professor, keep Moliterno extremely ined that he would someday become a
busy. Much of his free time is dedicated lawyer. It was not until his college days at
to family activities with his wife Ginni Youngstown State, where he eamed a
and their three children: Greg, 12, Emily, degree in mathematics, that Moliterno
10, and Timothy, 6. He stays closely began to explore the option of a career in
involved with his kids by coaching some law. Through his participation on a softof the different sports teams on which I:>.all team, Molitemo became acquainted
they play.
with several lawyers and ultimately realUntil recently, a slice ofMoliterno's ized that a professional career was accesspare time was devoted to cheering on sible.
his favorite baseball team, the Cleveland
In his law school days at Akron,
Indians. As the major league strike en- Moliterno claims, he was a conscientious

student who also had a lot offun. Participating in Akron ' s clinical program was
beneficial to him. It was also during law
school that Moliterno met his wife. Ginni
is an English teacher who has recently
been at home raising their family, but will
re-enter the workforce in thenear'future. In
the early part of their marriage, the
Molitemos lived in a small West Virginia
town where Jim was a Legal Aid lawyer and
Ginni taught at a school for delinquent
boys. Moliterno muses about the way in
which their careers overlapped in those
days, when Ginni often taught the sons
and siblings of Jim ' s clients.
Moliterno and his family lived all over
thecou.ntrybeforecomingto Williamsburg
in 1988. Practicing in West Virginia and
teaching at The University ofpuget Sound
in Tacoma, Washington, as well as at
Texas Tech in Lubbock, gave Moliterno a
diverse body of p~ofessional experience
and knowledge with which to enhance the
M-W community.
Reflecting on'his time here, Moliterno
admits that it has been exciting to watch

the Legal Skills program evolve, yet not
nearly as exciting as his memory ofstanding in front of200 students during orientation several years ago with split pants.
That is something he will never forget!

Alumni Leadership Caucus begins; looks back, forward
BySHELLEYEVANS
The first annual Alumni Leadership Caucus was hosted by the
law school on Saturday, Aug. 20,
1994. The purpose of the caucus
was to inform alumni of the factual matters concerning M-W
today in contrast to the law school
they remember.
A Town Hall Meeting with
Dean Thomas Krattenmaker began the day of panel discussions,
followed by "Student Life at MW," and ending with a panel of
alumni from the 1940s to the 1980s
entitled "Remembering the Law
School's Past." The Caucus used
Courtroom 21 for the ~vent, with
DeborahPullum (2L) manipulating the bar charts and graphics.
During the Town Hall Meeting, the administrative team of
Associate Dean for Admissions
Faye Shealy; Associate Dean
Connie Galloway; Law Librarian

Jim Heller; Associate Dean for
Career Planning and Placement
Rob Kaplan; and Associate Dean
for Development and Alumni
Affairs Rick Overy outlined their
departments ' current management and expectations for the
future .
Shealy proudly stated that
"our students are some of the
best in the nation." Associate
Dean for Admissions Lizbeth
Jackson was thanked for her role
in the growing minority population at M-W which reached 22
percent in the current 1L class'.
The class of ' 97 is also noteworthy for more than doubling the
number ofapplications compared
to a decade ago . Shealy characterized the admission process as
difficult and daunting, but also
personal as each applicant presented a case of who they are and
what they want to be. "They

want to be like you," she informed
the alumni.
Galloway presented an overview of the ' 93-'94 budget,
proudly announcing thatthetotal
budget last year was close to $7
million with 14 percent raised from
private sources, including the Endowment Association.
Krattenmaker introduced
Heller as a "crackerjack librarian"
and described the library as "the
Pentagon of the law school" with
approximately 315,000 volumes
and 50,000 titles . Heller attributed an increase in in~ernational
law books to Professor Rakesh
Bhala.
" When students find employment, they did it all themselves,
and when they don 't, we ' re the
ones to blame," said Kaplan summing up his job in rather unflattering terms. He then stated that 81
percent of M-W graduates re-

M-W alumni Herbert Kelly ('43), Howard J. Busbee ('67), Pamela Hairston ('84), and
Sharon E. Pandak ('78) shared a lighthearted moment at the Leadership Caucus.

ported full-time law related employment six to nine months following graduation as compared
to only 70 percent nationwide in
the same time period. In addition,
the percentile of Judicial
clerkships and public service
employment have increased significantly.
Overy gave an overview of
the Development Office, which
coordinates alumni receptions
and homecoming events, publishes informational publications,
and awards the Citizen Lawyer
Award.
~ttenmakerthen introduced
the participants in the student
panel discussion, including the
moderator, Professor Jim
Moliterno. As part of the introduction, he referred to the growing number of lawyers indicted
for unethical practices and
praised the Legal Skills program
as "a large reason we are not part
of the problem, but part of the
solution."
The panel consisted of
Michael Moore (2L), Carla Archie
and Matt Bissonette (3Ls) and
alumnae Monica Ta lor (' 91) and
Elizabeth Dopp (' 92).
Since graduation, Tay lor
found that Legal Skills did a fantastic job of replicating law firm
practice " from the parties to the
memos returned with red marks."
As past and present Spong justices, respectively, Dopp and
Archie both viewed Moot Court
as a chance to test oral advocacy
skills and to work with a team.
One of the newest members of
The William & Mary Law Re-

view, Moore informed the alumni
of its selective write-on process
and Judicial Council Chief Justice Bissonette offered insights
on the recently revised Honor
Code.
Undoubtedly the liveliest
panel was "Rememberingthe Law
School's Past," which began with
a brief lecture on the life of
George Wythe by Professor
Davison Douglas and ended with
a walk down memory lane with
Ernest Goodrich ' 35, Herbert Kelly
' 43 , Howard Busbee '67, Sharon
Pandak ' 78 and Pamela Hairston
'84.
During the ' 30s, Goodrich
reflected, M-W consisted ofabout
40 students. Kelly, who grew up
in Williamsburg, recollected that
in 1938 the Board ofVisitors voted
to close the law school. The
students rallied to Richmond and
reopened M-W.
A significant feature of legal
education from the ' 30s and ' 40s
was that courses were taught
only from casebooks--and case
books back then had nothing but
cases. Education about statutory
law was virtually non-existent.
The ' 60s found the school
expanding with a total of three
women but no minorities according to Busbee. Pendak, who also
attended W&M as an undergraduate, recounted that her law
school class numbered 120 and
included only 10 women and j ust
a few minorities. Hairston attended classes in both the old
and current law school buildings.

See ALUMS on 18
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KrattenmakercallsontheLord(andtheChiefJustice}
As part of his efforts to expose the M-W community to a diverse selection of
speakers, Dean Thomas Krattenmaker announced the inception of the Judges'
Forum . This year's forum invites four prominent jurists to address the M -W student
body. The Hon . Lord Harry Woolf of Great Britain' s House of Lords and U.S.
Supreme Court Justice Sandra Day O' Connor will visit in the fall , and ChiefJustice

Harry L. Carricoofthe Virginia Supreme Court will visit in the spring. One more Forum
participant will be added for March or April, 1995 . Eacli will deliver informal remarks,
take questions, and meet with students. A brief description of the known speakers
and their expected speaking date appears below.

Friday, Oct. 14

M onday, Nov. 14

M onday, Jan. 23

The Hon. Lord Harry Woolf
Member of the House of Lords, United
Kingdom (one of Great Britain' s 12
"Law Lords")
Lord Woolf is in charge of civil
justice reform in Britain, including
elimination ofthe distinction between
barristers and solicitors ..

The Hon. Sandra Day O'Connor
Associate Justice, Supreme Court of the United States
Upon her graduation from Stanford University School of Law, Justice O' Connor
found that her only private sector job offerwasto work as a legal secretary. She opted
to pursue a career in public service which culminated in her appointment to the Arizona
Supreme Court, where she became Chief Justice, and then to the Supreme Court in 1981 .
The first female Supreme Court Justice has become a crucial swing vote on the Rehnquist
Court.

The Hon. Harry L·. Carrico
ChiefJustice, Supreme CourtofVirginia
Chief Justice Carrico is a long-term
advocate for improving standards of
professionalism in the practice oflaw.
He is an initiator of the Virginia
Professionalism Program, a mandatory,
two-day training program for all newlyadmitted Virginia lawyers.

Diversity distingu ish es
M-W's Class of 1997
By JENNIFER TOSINI
Amid much fanfare, the class of 1997
began its firs t year of law schoo l on Aug.
15, 1994. The 96 men and 75 women who
make up the I L class represent 31 states
and the District of Columb ia, as well as
Canada and Japan.
The overall number of applications to
ABA-approved law schools declined by
around 2 percent in 1994, reports Associate Dean of Adm issions Faye Shealy.
However. appl ications for the M-W class
of 1997 dropped by on ly seven -tenths of
I percent--to a total of3 392 appl ications.
This translates to rough ly 19 app lications
for each available spot in the class.
Shealy repOlis that the students in the
class of 1997 represent 89 different undergraduate institutions. Twentymembersof
the I L class attended UV A as undergradu ates . 18 went to W&M (and decided that
four years in Williamsburg are simply not
enough). and 8 hail from Duke University.
Comell. Dartmouth. and Georgetown were
the next most popular feeder schools. contributing four students each.
Roughly half of the class of 1997 came
to M-W directly out of college, and about
half(although not the same half) are from
Virginia.
The median undergraduate grade point
average is 3.43 on a four-point scale, and
the med ian LSA T score is I 64--the 92nd
percentile. The median age is 24.
Shealy notes that one ofthe most interesting characteristics ofthe incoming l Ls
is the diversity of work experience they
bring to the M-W community. Such diversity is represented by an aerospace research engineer for NASA, a real estate
broker, a legislative correspondent, a land
use planner, and two physicians--a pediatrician and an emergency medical physician. In addition, n",o members ofthe class
of1997 served in the U. S. Peace Corps and
VISTA.
The recru itment of such an outstand-

ing group could not have been possible
without the help of current MarshallWythe students, said Shealy. She expressed specific thanks to Llezelle Dugger
(3L), Chai r of the SBA Recruitment Committee, for hertireless efforts guiding tours
throughout the schoo l year. and her organizational ski lls arranging lodging and
activities for prospective students at the
accepted students ' weekend last Apri l.
She also thanked Malaika Carter (3L), head
of the SBA ' s minority recruitment effort,
for her help and input. After all, Shealy
notes, who better to sell potential studentson the benefitsofW&Mthan W&M
students themselves?
Although they are not officially members of the I L class. seven new students
began M-W's American Legal Studies
(ALS) program on the first day of Law
Camp. The ALS program is a one-year
course of study that provides foreigneducated attomeys with an overview of
the American legal system. Participants
who successfully complete the ALS program will receive an LL.M. degree. The
goa l of the program is not to train participants to practice in the United States. but
to allow them to retum to their home countries with an enhanced knowledge of the
American system.
Although program participants often
choose to take such courses as Constitutional or Administrative Law, there are no
required courses and participants may take
whatever classes they choose. Most also
participate (voluntarily!) in Legal Skills for
the opportunity to leaf!1 about an American law fim1 setting. This year' s seven
ALS students are from Australia, Hungary, Canada, China, Honduras, South
Korea, and Kyrgyzstan (a former Sov iet
Republic).
Shealy extended a sincere \ 'e1come on
behalf of the M-W community to all new
additions to the law school and wished
them luck and strength in the year ahead.

Meet Greg Davis
By MICHELLE LaROSE
In a word, Greg Davis is gregarious.
He enjoys his work as a partner at
Anderson, Franck and Davis and as an
adjunct professor at M-W. In his free
time, he likes hunting, fishing, golfmg,
and reading. On the whole, Davis
appears remarkably happy and easygoing.
Family is very in1portantto Davis. He
met his wife Beth while they were
undergraduates at the University of
Virginia. The two married after Davis
completed his fITst year in law school
here at M-W. His face lights up as he
talks about Sarah, his three-year-old
daughter. He is proud of her budding
ability to recognize birds and wildlife.
Davis grew up in the farm ing
community ofLexington, Virginia where
his parents, both college professors,
helped instill the small-town alues that
he still lives by today. One uncle, who
happened to be a lawyer, exerted
particular influence over Davis
throughout his childhood. Davis recalls
that his uncle taught hin1 "all ofthe bad
things:' like hunting, fishing and
drinking while simultaneously fueling
his ambition. Building bams and putting
up hay on cattle fam1s in his outh
taught Davis the benefits of discipline
and hard work.
Davis remembers his law school
days as busy ones. As a married student,
Davis did not participate heavily in the
law school social scene. He did take part
in moot court and trialtean1 competitions ~
both of which required a lot of time and
dedication .
All ofthe effort he put forth provided
Davis with many rewarding experiences,
including making M-W' s national moot
court team and going to the national
competition for the trial team in his third
year. Davis also held a part-time job
throughout his second and third years
of law school, clerking for the firm at
which he is now a partner.
Davis describes his practice as a

general one. To some degree he
specializes in the areas oflitigation and
real estate, but handles a wide variety of
work, ranging from sophisticated estate
planning to "small-town ' cases
invol ing farm crops. In his role as an
adjunct professor, Davis hopes that he
can help students ease the transition
from college into law school, and then
again from law school into practice.
Davis believes that he reaps many
benefits from his involvement here at
M-W, clairningthattheacademic setting
keeps him abreast of emerging legal and
ethical issues.
Many activities occup" Davis' free
time. Playing in several golftournaments
and working on his hunting cabin
consumed much ofhis free time over the
past summer. Davis balances his affinity
for the outdoors by reading and Iistening_
to music . A self-taught guitarist, Davis
mostly plays folk music. Although he
has been playing the guitar for three
years, Davis is critical ofhis performance
and admits that music intrigues him
prin1arily because it does not come
naturally to him. Davis believes that
writing songs would be his ideal job. He
has not composed an entire piece. ·For
now he will stick to what he knows and
enjoys.
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Bar needs a Paul Marcus to enforce ethics in the real world
to 12-yearperiod,hebilkedsome$42million
through an intricate web of real estate
By Paula Hannaford
fraud , pyramid investment schemes, and
embezzlement of client trust accounts. The
Last year was a pivotal year for the M- magnitude and severity of his misdeeds
W Honor Code. 2Ls and 3Ls remember, only came to light after he committed suicide
aild all the first-year students have since on Feb. 7, 1992 following an independent
heard, how last year's Judicial Council FBI investigation into his illegal activities.
imposed a public reprimand on former SBA
The outrageousness of Murray' s acPresident Kyle Short after finding that he tivities is only surpassed by the incompreviolated the Honor Code by lying to Finan- hensible failure of the legal profession in
cial Aid. We also remember how former general, and the VSB in particular, to acActing Dean Paul Marcus subsequently knowledge its own contribution to this
overruled the Judicial Council sanction travesty of justice.
and instead suspended Short for a semesNo one disputes the fact that Murray
ter for his misconduct.
was a crook. Given the egregiousness of
In retrospect, the controversy about his misconduct, had he not done the VSB
whether the Judicial Council had been the favor of killing himself first , Murray
excessively lenient in its treatment of Short, - undoubtedly would have been disbarred
and whether an administrati e veto of and probably imprisoned as well.
Nevertheless, that still does not explain
Judicial Council rulings was consistent
with a student-run Honor System, was a the fai lure ofa handful of Virginia lawye rs,
beneficial--albeit painfu l--experience. A a Virginia Commissioner of Accounts, and
semester-long public debate ensued which a Virginia Circuit Courtjudgewhoall knew
ultimately resulted in overwhelm ing adop- (or should have known if they had semition of Code amendments designed to fu nctioni ng brains in their heads) of
make the Honor System more enforceable Murray's acti vities to report him to the
and accountable to the law school commu- VSB. To date, the VSB has fai led to initiate
d isc ipl inary proceedings against any of
nity.
After reflecting on the law school's these indiv iduals for failing to report
experience with external checks on its sel f- Murray. Presumably it has chosen to
a riou s proffered
policing disciplinary process, [ha e only accept their
one regret: that Paul Marcus doesn't rationalizations th at they didn 't know with
exercise a similar authority 0 erthe Virginia certainty that Murray had done anything
\-\Tong, that their obligations to individual
State Bar (VS B).
1 am referring, of course, to the on - clients trumped any duty to report the
going saga of the David Murray scandal. misconduct, or that they came by their
Murray, a prominent ewport News knowledge while acting in a non-legal
atto rney, successfully carried out what capacity and consequently the duty to
has come to be known as the greatest case report did not apply to them .
The VSB's only on-going investigaofattorne fraud in U.S. hi tory. Overa 10

WRITE from 2
response to the student survey
was generally negative an d
sometimes vitriolic. A significant
portion of the responses ,
however, were either supportive
or neutral regarding the timing of
the competition. I assume that a
greater percentage of the
students who were adamantly
opposed to the change took the
time to fill out the surveys and, to
some extent, this fact accounts
for the overall negative response
reflected in the surve~
The majority of the students
that responded noted they were
" burned-out" or mentally
exhausted at the end of Spring
Break. They felt that their class
preparation suffered significantly
as a result of their participation in
th.e competition. We also heard
from several students who did
not submit papers solely because
the competition was held during

Spring Break. A few students
commented
that
their
submissions would have been
better ifthe competition had been
held aftertheir Legal Skills "Client
B" memorandums had been
returned.
The faculty response was
genera ll y supportive of our
decision, but a majority of the
faculty that responded to the
survey voiced their preference
that the competition not be held
during Spring Break. In their view ,
depriving the first-year students
of needed vacation-time was
disrupti v e and sent the
unfortunate message that
vacation is incons istent with
personal achievement.
From the standpoint of the
editorial needs of the Review,
holding the competition during
Spring Break provided significant
benefit. Most notably, the initial
round of grading was completed
before the end of Spring semester

tion of misconduct by these individuals
involves the question of whether Richmond attorney Sa' ad El Arnin violated the
Virginia disciplinary rule prohibiting an
attorney from threatening to present disciplinary charges solely to obtain an advantage in a civil matter. That investigation stems from El Am in ' s procurement of
a $1.5 million settlement for clients who
were defrauded by Murray.
Butthe most critical question is whether
the VSB itself failed to live up to its
responsibilities to the public. Notonly did
the Bar fail to detect and stop Murray from
defrauding 126 individuals of$42 million,
it then told all but23 ofthem that they were
not eligible to ftle a claim against the
Virginia Client Protection Fund--a fund
presumably created to compensate victims
of attorney misconduct.
The 23 " lucky" claimants were able to
collect as much as 14 cents on the dollar for
their losses. The VSB informed the other
103 hapless ictims that Murray ' s Ponzi
schemes did not constitute the " practice
of law" and consequently their losses
could notbecompensated. The VSB made
this determination despite the fac t that in
many instances Murray fITst got his hands
on their money in his capacity as an attorney, and then convinced them to perm it
him to invest their funds on the strength of
his credibility as an attorney. (One should
keep in mind that this is the same august
body wh ich recently released an Unauthorized Practice of Law Opinion prohibiting law libraria ns from ass isting pro se
litigants with their legal research. E idently the unilateral ability to define the
parameters oftqe "practice oflaw" comes
in mighty handy at times.)

and proceeded much more
smoothly. As a result, we were
able to complete the grading
process more q uic kly and
efficiently, and the entire Editorial
Board was available for editing
duties during the Summer. The
publication date for the first issue
of the Review will be earlier, in
part, because of the additional
editorial work that we were able to
complete during the Summer.
On the other hand, holding
the competition in March limited
the number of topics that were
available because the various
Constitutional Law professors
had not covered the same areas
of the law .
Moreove!, in spite of the fact
that the writing competition was
an obvious success, I personally
believe that the quality of the
submissions suffered as a result
of the participants not having
had the benefit of Client B
memorandum feedback.

The VSB ' s response to the Murray
scandal illustrates the very worst traits
associated with the legal profession. Rather
than securingjustice for those individuals
harmed by the misconduct, it used the law
to avoid securing it for them. Its actions
were, by its own interpretation, legally
permissible. Given the magnitude of the
financial claims on the Client Protection
Fund, they were probably fmancially prudent as well. Nevertheless, former VSB
President William Rakes' unapologetic
commentto a Daily Press reporter that the
Bar' s failure to detect and stop Murray
was just " bad luck" begs the question of
whether the Bar's post hoc response to
Murray 's defrauded clients was morally
justifiable.
Although it's very tempting to simply
lay the blame for the entire sordid affair at
the door of " the system," that excuse rings
hollow when we acknowledge the factthat
lawyers create the system, maintain the
system, and ultimately profit by the system .
The Bar does not have an external check-a Paul Marcus, if you will--to ensure that
justice is done when the individuals
charged with that re s ponsibility,
indi vidual ly and collectively, refuse to rise
to the occasion. That is an authority which
only members of the Bar can exercise for
themselves.
The vast majority of M-W graduates
become practicing members of the legal
profession somewhere in this country. A
sizable number become licensed in Virginia.
The critical question for us all is whether
we are willing to take seriously the lessons
learned in our own self-policing Honor
System and apply them when the stakes
become really high.

After lengthy discussions
and due consideration of all of
the aspects of holding the writing
competition during Spring Break,
the Execut ive Board has
determined that the disruption to
the first-year students and the
negative effects attendant to
depri ving participants of their
vacation-time outweighs the
benefits of holding the
competition during Spring Break.
Although we feel fully justified in

putting the needs of the Review
fITst, we recognize that the Review
does not exist in a vacuum and
that it is incumbent upon us to
weigh the effect that our actions
have on the larger law school
community.
Accordingly, the 1995 writing
competition will be held after final
exams in May.
-Erich Kimbrough
Editor-in-Chief
William & Mary Law Review

Publication SC'hedule
Monday, September 19, 1994
Monday, Octob"er3 , 1994
Monday, October24 , 1994
Monday, November7, 1994
Monday, November23 , 1994
Monday, January 23,1995
Monday, February 6, 1995

Monday, February 20, 1995
Monday, March 20, 1995
Saturday, April 1, 1995 (The

Weekly World Ambulance
Chaser)
Monday, April3 , 1995 .
Monday, April 17, 1995

Deadlines for stories, opinion, calendar entries and other
copy are at 5:00 p.m. on the Wednesday before publication.
Subscriptions are $ 12 for one year.
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Crossfire

M- W students clash over Th.e Battle of Disney
DISNEYJUST ANOTHER STEP IN HISTORICAL AREA SHOULD BE
GEOGRAPHICAL EVOLUTION PRESERVEDINCURRENTSTATE
eventually evolve into something far
By Sarah Newman
How can it be that "The Happiest Place
on Earth" doesn' t have everyone smiling?
The prospect of having a Disneyworld in
our own backyard is something about
which most children have dreamed, but
now some Virginia citizens consider
Mickey to be more of a pesky rodent than
a childhood friend. Many feel that building
a theme park in the state will negatively
impact traffic, real estate, historical
landmarks, and, ultimately, the taxpayers '
pocketbooks.
While these opinions are not without
validity, it is hard to sit in the middle of
Colonial Williamsburg and argue that the
tourist industry is a bad thing. It would be
difficultto imaginethatthe local restaurant
owners, hotel managers, and shopkeepers
would happily give up their livelihoods for
the sake of less-complicated traffic
patterns on their drives home from work.
The men and women who stroll about
town in colonial fashions are also probably

"Disney could teach
[American] history in an
exciting manner, something that peopJe seem to
crave more and more.
Today's society wants to
bedazzled. Theywantto
be entertained .... While
this isn't necessarily a
good truth, it is the
truth."
happier to be wearing tri-cornered hats
than paper ones, and talking about candlemaking instead offry-making. Ofcourse,
their counterparts who are more
knowledgeable in these culinary skills are
also probably glad that Williamsburg is
more than just a spot to stop for gas on the
way to Virginia Beach . It remains
fascinating that places like our fair town
have not brought economic collapse to
the state.
To complicate matters, there is the issue
of the Civil War battlefield site which may
be disturbed should the plans for the park
go forward . The problem with this
argument is that it would be rather hard to
discover a place in this country that has
yet remained untouched by human feet.
Archaeologists and' historians may not
agree, but it seems safe to argue that this
country has been inhabited long enough
to suggest that one could fmd relics of
fonner societies on almost any spot ofland
they chose if they were only to dig long
enough. While the colonization of this

state can be documented back hundreds
different than what we see today. I see no
of years, Native Americans inhabited the
By Jason Aldrich
point in artificially speeding up this process,
lands long before that. Each generation
especially when a popular company like
lived and died on the same earth, and each
left behind reminders of their world.
Last year, the Walt Disney Company Disney could probably build a successful
Even before humans arrived, dinosaurs announced its intention to build a new theme park in many other locations.
and other creatures roamed the same places theme park in Prince William County,
It is not easy for me to take a stand
where highways now lie. Wouldn ' t Virginia. The park Disney is proposing against Disney. I have enjoyed and
paleontologists be disturbed at the would encompass 3,000 acres and attract respected their unique brand of
prospect of giving up the treasures of an estimated six million visitors per year to entertainment all my life. In fact, to help
fossils that these creatures left behind? an area that some believe is already over- clarify my position, I would like to point out
Yet life goes on. There is no possible way developed. Worse , the park would one argument against the park which I
and no one would suggest that we leave irrevocably alterhlany of Virginia' s Civil consider to be disingenuous--the "antiuntouched all earth that might yield some War battlefields, a majority of whiCh have PC" argument.
clue to the life that once thrived on it. To changed very little since that terrible
Like Epcot Center in Disneyworld,
do ' so would severely curtail the conflict took place.
Virginia's theme park is designed to include
development of our own generation. Did
The unique nature of the land in many educational exhibits. What bothers
the arm ies ofthe Civil War worry that they question makes the idea of turning it into the anti-PC crowd is thefearthatthetheme
were tampering with possible archeological a tourist trap seem downright disrespectful, park will be used merely as an excuse to
bounty when they met to do battle on both to ourselves and to our past. The bash.America in general, and the South in
Virginia ground? Layer upon layer of Civil War, even more than the American particular. However, having visited Epcot
history is in the soil. Disney would just Revolution, was the defming event in the Center, I can personally attest that it offers
add its own dust to the mix.
history ofthis country. In the Revolution, a surprisingly balanced and positive
Of course, this situation is admittedly America proclaimed itself as fighting for depiction of American history. Besides,
different in that we are aware ofthe historical certain rights. In the Civil War, however, the Civil War remains such a controversial
significance of the land in question. We crucial questions concerning the subject that no single depiction of it could
aren't just treading softly on the basis of application of those rights were settled. possibly satisfy everyone.
a reasonable guess that to do otherwise On the very spot Disney wants to build its
may interfere with historical artifacts. The theme park the entire world once watched,
historical value ofthe land is documented. eager to see whether the idea of self"The unique nature of
However, what is the purpose of government was an absurdity, or whether
the ~and in question
preserving this area as a landmark? Aside slavery would be recognized for the
makes the idea of turnfro~ its value to social scientists, what is
inherent evil that it was. America did not
the value to society as a whole? One emerge from the war a paragon of virtue,
ing it into a tourist trap
would like to imagine that the average but it did take us off the path to oblivion.
seem -downright disrecitizen would be interested in visiting such A precedent was set that countless millions
spectful, both to oura place; families strolling around the fonner of oppressed peopie would be able t6100k
selves and to our past."
battlefield, reading plaques about the troop to in the future.
movements and fatalities, sitting through
It is no ordinary strip ofland that Disney
slide shows at the visitor's center, and is proposing to defile. However, it is not
getting back on the bus to head toward the enough to show that the area is unique . It
In short, I don' t think it is appropriate
next historical landmark. Unfortunately, is also important to note that Civil War to question the motives behind Disney's
this may not be the reality in today' s world. battlefields are a national treasure that proposal. In fact, I'm sure their intentions
While it is hard to imagine from where cannot in any sense be moved. Other are far more noble than those ofother major
we sit, ensconced in the life of academia objects important to our culture such as industries in Virginia. While educating our
and culture, not everyone pursues an books, documents (like the Bill of Rights, children about the Civil War and American
educational vac.ation. The two most which recently went on tour), and artwork history in general is essential to the survival
heavily-visited tourist attractions iii this -can-be seRUo museums all over the country of our nation, it is hardly essential that an
country are New York City and Niagara or be indefinitely relocated in case of an instrument of that education be a new
Falls. Each site is often less than emergency. One cannot load the Manassas Dis-ney-theme park. I would much rather
sophisticated, with the glitz and , show battlefield into the back ofa truck and plant see iny children crack their books, or watch
overwhelming any historical value that it somewhere else orrestore it to its original Ken Burns's PBS mini-series on the Civil
might exist. New York City is a haven for condition.
War. Most of all, I would like my children
cheap and tacky tourist traps--from Statue
Time will eventually settle the dispute to be able to walk among tbe unspoiled
of Liberty key rings to a wide variety of overthe Civil War battlefields. No matter battlefields of Virginia without having to
sidewalk vendors--some of which are not how hard we try to preserve this area, it will worry about a neon sign falling on them.
strictly legal. Niagara Falls, which in itself
is a natural wonder, is surrounded by
MEETINC Of the
many unnatural ones, such as the Elvis
Presley Museum or the Giant House of
Everything Miniature.
People may come to look at the Falls,
but they stay to ride the "Maid of the
TODAY, september6
Mist ," take a tour that leads them
underground and behind the Falls, or sit
5:30p.m.
through the "virtual reality" experience of
a ride over the Falls. What this suggests
is that people don ' t just want history and
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Ask Mr. Smart Guy
Dear Mr.SmartGuy,
I've heard a rumor that the prestigious
academic publication The William and
Mary Law Review is preparing to publish
the original version of Professor Rod
Smolla 's play, "The Trial of Oliver
Wendell Holmes.' Is this to satisfy the
public'sdemand for more after last year's
successful and popular production of
' Holmes?' I heard that other law journals
wouldn t publish it! Outrageous! Why
haven't other journals wised up and
published ART instead of boring old socalled "academic writings" like the Law
Review?
--An Art Buff
Dear Buff,
It' s true. Other journals have taken the
easy way out by focusi ng on legal articles
and maintaining editorial boards with
women and minorities to get approval. Not
the Law Review! While The Bill o/Rights
Law Journal and several dozen other law
reviews across the country laughed when
the play was submitted for publication,
someone on the staff of the Law Review
had the courage to buck conventional
wisdom and go out on a limb to try to bring
legal issues to the common man . Ofcourse,
sources at the La w Review, while
confirming the publication of the play,
individually deny having anything to do
with it, presumably so as not to take all the
·credit for the great reviews that will surely
pour in . When told about the publication
of the play, one editor of a journal that
rejected the play had this comment: "HA
HAHA HA!" Mr. Smart Guy thinks those

other journals are just running scared.
More good news. Buff: the Law Review is
not stopping there! ext semester they
\vill be taking student legal poetry for
publication! Here's my stab at a Haiku:
Law Review is great.
If they publish Mamet next,
··Broadway. here we come!"
Hey,SmartGuy:
So what's up with those new X-ray
devicesorwhateverthey got posted inside
the library? Does Professor Heller, Dean
of Books, think that it wiHstop theft? WiH
those things, like, give me Spina Bifida or
something?
-Too Scared to Study
Dear Scared:
Mr. Smart Guy recently contacted the
manufacturers of the' 3M Electronic
Article Surveillance System" in Minnesota
and asked for a price estimate for the
particular model used by the library. While
no one could give us a fixed estimate, some
gu y named Roy said that it would
'probably cost a couple a thousand or
so." That seems like a lot, but when you
stop to consider that thieves can ' t steal
books from the library until after 11 p.m.
when all the staff goes home and thieves
aren ' t around because thieves generally
like to get to bed early so ... um .. .they
can .. .um . Well, I'm sure we're saving
money somehow.
In any event, Roycouldn ' thelpus with
any dangerous side effects that may result
from its use, and the device itself only
states that it complies with Part \ 5 of the

Top ten phrases rarely uttered by U.S. Supreme Court Justices:
lO. "Monkey see, monkey do. Therefore,
weaffrrrn."
9. " Sphincter valve."
8. 'It is well established thatsiiky black
robes are sexy."
7. 'Atmy alma mater, the University of
Virginia .. . ."
6. " So be it: Everybody Wang Chung

Tonight! "
5. "Justice Scalia' s opinion is plainly
wrong." (Justice Thomas)
4. " Who gives a fuck?'
3. "Pass the bong."
2 "Ignorance of the law is no excuse,
but drunkenness is! "
1. "As stated by Professor Smolla . . ."

FCCrules. Sowhatarethesideeffects,) 0
one'really knows. except that it seems to go
off a lot when someone approaches it
wearing a lot of polyester or other synthetic materials (I SERT STANDARD
FRED LEDERERJOKE HERE). Otherpossible side effects: inability to maintain
conciou ness during Property lectures,
slurred speech on Frida nights. and breakups shortly followed by engagements.
Fortunatel , however, no one has exhibited these s mptoms .
Dear Mr. Smart Person,
I'm a firs tyea rwho'senjoyingW&M
forthe most part, but I've begun to sense
a pattern. DuringLawCamp I meta lotof
really cool people, and weall hung out at
Paul's. Then during the first week of
actual school a bunch of us went out, but
wound up at Paul's later in the evening
Thursday, Friday AND Saturday. Now I
findoutthatwearegoingtoa Bar Review
and everyone will probably go to Paul's
afterwards. What in the Hell is going on
here? Is there any other place we can go
besides Paul's? I've been here two weeks
and already I'msickofit!! Isitlikethis for
threeyears??!!
-All Pauled Out
Dear All,
As frightening as this may sound,
Paul's is pretty much it. Honestly when
you signed up for this stint you didn ' t
think there was going to be a nightclub in
town with valet parking and all that, did
you? Hal And it gets worse before it gets
better. By your second year Peter, George,
Ronnie, Betsy, Basil and other staff
members know you by name. Soon you're
eating meals there five times a week. Take
3LChristian O ' Connor, for example. The
man eats there every day. What's worse:
it's a badge ofpride with him, a compulsion
thatwon ' tstop. Braceyourself, All: itwill
probably happen to you. It's like the
Symbionese Liberation Army; you can
fight it and die, or you can submit and

become '·Tanya." The choice is yours.
Dear Mr.SmartGuy,
I recently attended a 30th birthday
party for 2L Neil Lewis at his and Eric
Misener s place. Neil started coming on
to me like the smooth guy he is, and like
so many others I submitted tohis charms
eagerly. ThepartybrokeupandNeiland
I talked for a while and things
became ... well, intimate. Before things
got too hot and heavy I excused myselfto
go to the bath room. On the way there I
looked into the bedroom and discovered to
my horror... he had no furniture! Just a
com forter on the floor! I lied and made up
some stupid excuse about not being able to
stay, and got the hell out of there. I'm
really attracted to this guy and want to
" getto know him," but I'm terrified about
ruining my posture. How can I tell him he
needs to buy a bed without hurting him?
-Lookin' for Love
DearWookin ' PaNub:
Nothing works better than oldfashioned honesty. The next time you see
him, look him in the eye and say, " I can ' t
lovea man who sleeps on a Boboli." He' ll
appreciate your candor and thank you for
it. On the other hand Lookin ', perhaps it's
not Neil but you who has the problem . In
this fast food , easy fix , instant gratification
society we live in, which prides itself on
material wealth, isn't it satisfying to know
that there ' s someone out there who has
his own apartment yet doesn 't own a chair?
Simplicity is back forthe 90 's, and maybe
you should understand that this warm,
sensitive guy doesn ' t need extras like a
bed or a chest of drawers to clutter up his
life. Besides, hejustturned 30 and maybe
the hard floor ' s good for his back, and the
absence of little things like "tables" and
"chairs" keeps his frail mind from getting
confused. Go easy on him and show some
consideration, okay?
Uyou have a question for Mr. Smart
Guy, submit it to theAmicus hanging file.
(Please: no Haiku).

Collect them all! This week: Demi-Gods of Legal Skills!

More clip 'n' save Marshall-Wythe trading cards.
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By JOHN CROUCH
Hastings admitted. (London Times) A
COLLEGE BUS CUTS LOOSE: The serial mutilator stole a spaniel's ears in
official College Of WiHiam & Mary Bus Aurora, Colo. (USA Today)
slipped away from the front of the law JACKSONS UPSTAGED: MonikaListon
school last Monday evening, Aug. 29, and Hugh Jo were married via virtual reality
while the driver was indoors. Itjumped the machines in San Francisco. In cyberspace,
curb, raced across the lawn and knocked however, they were married on Atlantis
over a lamppost, which stopped its flight. and flown to their airborne castle in a
Police at the scene said the emergency horse-drawn carriage escorted by white
brake may have slipped.out. No one was doves. (London Times)
horribly injured.
NUDE WHEELCHAIR DANCING: Los
TRANSFIGURATION: An Arlington Angeles made a nightclub stop having
church accountant posed as a nun and got performers dance nude in shower stalls
the diocese to pay for massive liposuction. until it makes the stalls handicapped(Northern Virginia Sun)
accessible. (Reason)
RIGHT TO CHEAT: Dhaka, Bangladesh PERU'S CONSTITUTION EVOLVES:
students rioted for the right to cheat on Peru' s President Alberto Fujimori frred his
entrance exams. (London Times)
wife from herjob as fITSt lady. She asked for
MOON BOUNCE: Student Jason Wilkins a restraining order, and may run for
fell through a dorm windowwhlle mooning. president. (Richmond Times-Dispatch)
He sued the University of Idaho for LIFESTYLES OF THE PATHETIC AND
$900,000. (USA Today)
POINTLESS: Jobless father of three
EWES MOUNT: Over 5 million Australian Stephen Spiller ofPontygwaith, Rhondda,
ewes changed their sexual preference due Glamorgan, Wales, sold the slate roof off
to a nutritional disease. (London Times) his family's house to buy a $300 ticket to
BRAIN RELIEVER: Listening to London so he could stand outside the
Fleetwood Mac is the best way for stadium duringhis country's Five Nations
schizophrenics to stop hearing voices, championship rugby match with England.
British researchers found. It beats He knew he could never get inside, as
earplugs, blindfolds, blips, interesting scalpers wanted $750. "I should be able to
conversations, and boring lectures in Ulster buy a new roof in a couple of months" by
accents. Sadly, Mac ' s schizophrenic scrimping, he said. (London Ti"}es).
founder Peter Green cannot bear to listen DRUNKS, CARD SHARKS REJOICE:
to its recordings. (Observer)
Three-card monte is anoble game of skill,
HOLY ROLLER: Holyman Lotan Baba not an illegal game of chance, Manhattan
rolled across London sideways in the rain. justice Sheryl Parker held. (National Law
(London Times)
Journal) Driving drunk through the Taco
SHOWING THEY CARE: Portland, Ore. Bell drive-in is no crime since it is not a
police killed Janet Smith because she public highway, said Leesburg judge
threatened to stab her cat. "Who cares James Chamblin. (Virgi,!ia Lawyers
about the cat?" said a police spokesman Weekly)
with remarkable hindsight, responding to STRONGMAN FEARS COOTIES:
an outpouring of public concern for the Gambia' s new dictator vowed to stem the
cat. (USA Today)
tide ofmiddle -aged Eurqpean women visMANHOOD: Malaysia banned effeminate iting the country in search ofgentJemanly
men and "weaklings" from television. companIOnshIp. (London Times)
(London Times)
SPORTSWRITERS OBSOLETE: A$ 100
BITS AND PIECES: In Newcastle upon computer program is replacingjournalists.
Tyne, Engl., a complete stranger threw It can write better and faster than highhimself in front of hod carrier Derek school stringers, with more interesting
Hastings 's van, pulled his shirt over his cliches and no mistakes. However, it has
face and bit half his nose off through the not yet learned to misquote, and still canshirt. " I wouldn ' t say I was a pretty bloke not write as fast as experienced hacks.
in the past, and this hasn't helped ," (Wall Street Journal) .
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Injury of a First-term IL"
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DIZ from 12
education (disappointing as that thought
may be), they want action.
Disney' s proposal would give them
that action. The park would have a theme
of American history, even covering such
topics as the Civil War. Yet unlike a stroll
around the battlefield, Disney could teach
the history in an exciting manner,
something that people seem to crave more
and more.
Today' s society wants to be dazzled.
Modern people want to be entertained.
They don' t want to have to think for

YoV 5H£r ?
THIS StlBJE<.T·

themselves too much. While this isn't
necessarily a good truth, it is the truth.
More people would likely bring their
kids to a place where Goofy tells them
about 19th century eating habits than one
where a tour guide tells them. Even
Williamsburg, popuJar as itis, has managed
to bolster its attractiveness to tourists
with places like Busch Gardens and Water
Country, U.S.A.
Maybe instead of worrying about
Mickey Mouse coming to their community,
Virginia citizens should be worried about
the attitudes that have made him prosper
in their society.
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Since her long and turburent I
interlude with Joe Camel ended this I
summer, Erica has been able to put I
her mind on loftier ma~ers. While I
sitting on the beach In Gwynn's I
Island, 3L Erica was able to come I
up with one answer to the ever ·
burningquestionof'howamlgoing I
to repay these student loans?' and I
is currently working on a solution. I
Watch for the tell-all book about I
her days and nights with Mr. Camel I
entitled, "HeWasMoreThanAHead I
To Me" in the Law Reviewthis spring. I

I
I
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Everyone has always liked Bill.
From his undergraduate days as a
football starforUSC to his numerous
television commercials as a
spokesperson for rental cars, Bill's
been the one people said had the
juice. His stint in the Navy Seals
taught him everything one needed to
know about weapons, especially
knives. And it's certainly a joy to
see his white Bronco in the school
parking lot everyday.
When you see him in the hall be
sure and ask him about his summer
in California. What a great guy.

Law school has proven to be
quite a disappOintment for Duane.
There is just no uniformity, no dress
cod~, no roll call ~veryda~. And
diffe:entdaysls.Justplalnconfusmg
for him. He believed that he would
be ableto speak his mindon various
subjects, but has found that the
professors prefer to simply lecture
and discourage' his class
participation. So he has been forced
to fight the good battle at home
where he and his wife .are trying to
build a home-grown softball team in
light of the baseball strike.

Toni's thirst for knowledge is
unrelenting as attested by the many
hours she spends in the terminals
at the lib:ary . . But it doesn't end
ther~. It IS a little known fa~t th~t
!onl ' ~ 3L class composite IS
mdeclpherable due to the many
connecting lines representing
romantic liaisons and the red marks
fortheirdemise. She has also been
seen at Steeplechase with a pen
and pad in hand crouching in the
bushes at night and outside of the
Professors' Lounge at lunchtime.
We eagerly await her Law Review
note.

L _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ' ..
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-Music fo r the Masses

STP and Seal prove that the second time
ByELEANORBORDEAUX
and SCOTI LAYMAN
Stone Temple Pilots: "Purple"
Stone Temple Pilots (STP), the
band hailing from San Diego, has
followed up their successful debut album, "Core," with their latest release " Purple."
STP have taken their share of
blows from music critics for being
too imitative of Seattle grunge
bands like Pearl Jam and Alice in
Chains. Although there is some
validity to these comparisons,
STP have carved out their own
unique sound to produce a solid
second album.
Radio listeners will be familiar
with 'Big Empty," amoodytrack

also featured on The C r ow
Soundtrack, and ' Vasoline," a
hard-rocking song driven by an
intense guitar riff.
"Still Remains" is a moving
bal1ad with lyrics that convey a
powerful sense of unconditional
love.
The pop flavor of " Interstate
Love Song" makes it the catchiest tune and the one most likely to
be theirnextradio hit. The song's
appeal stems from the repetitive
crunch ofthe familiar guitar chord
that was constantly present on
Core," and more specifically on
their mega-single "Plush."
The depressing ballad
"Kitchenware and Candybars,"

begins solemnly and then esca- reggae, dance, pop, and R&B .
lates into an anguished crescendo The combined result is an enjoyas vocalist Scott Wei lana cries -abfe and mellow disc that provides wonderful tunes for relaxout about a lost love.
There are a few weak tracks, ing.
The fITst track, "Bring it On,"
like "Lounge Fly" and "Unglued,"
is
an
up-tempo tune that might
where the vocals and music are
standard and uninspiring. Yet inspire a few dance moves. It
overall this is a good CD, and does seem out of place on theCD
even the tracks that grate at you only because it has a funkier beat
initially will have you humming than any of the remaining songs.
"Prayer for the Dying," the fITst
after a few listens.
single, encompasses many ofthe
Seal: "Seal"
Seal ' s second CD, as CD's themes, such as compaseponymouslytitled as the fITst, is sion and hope.
Seal seems to believe that
a smooth sounding effort that is
supported mainly by his strong despite the hardships of the past
vocals. The music is peppered and present, a person should keep
with various styles, such as the faith for a better future. This

•

IS

a charm

optimism is evidenced in "I'm
Alive," where Seal sings that "the
futUre IS my frlend/it hUrts bi£ittreatsmewell."
The CD has a cosmic feel, as
Seal explores his place in the world,
almost as ifhe has experienced a
spiritual awakening. In one song,
Seal awakens and contemplates
his life after talking with two angels. Now possessed by a heightened awareness, he professes that
he is older and stronger.
This combination of soothing music and smooth vocals
make "Seal" a worthwhile purchase. The addition of Seal's
positive messages is a pleasant
bonus.

A glossary for first-years: critical terms you need to know
By TED ATKINSON
O CPP: The Office ofCareer Planning and
Placement. This is where students go to
look for a job which they have a snowball' s
chance in hell ofgetting. It was established
in defiance of the question: "If you know
so much about how to get a great job why
are you a guidance counselor?" The OCPP
staff, headed up by Dean Robert Kaplan,
offers advice to students on various
aspects of employment, including how to
enhance your image to employers by
replacing "Office Clerk, Summer I 993" with
"Winner, Nobel Prize in Economics, Winter
1993" on your resume. Consistent with
hiring trends of the early 90's, OCPP has
. tailored its services around the existing
market by presenting panel discussions
on a variety oftopics. This year' s offerings
include " Your Legal Opportunities in the
World of Newspaper Delivery," " Filling
out Your Game Show Application," and
" 'Will Work for Food': It's Not Just for
Veterans Anymore."
Dean K r attenmaker: A fictitious symbol
in the tradition ofBettyCrocker and Hungry
Jack, " Dean Krattenmaker" is widely
believed to exist and direct activities of the
law school. In actuality, the law school is
run , as it has always been, by five
individuals known only as 'The
Pentavirate, ' a secret organization rumored
to include as its diabolical mastermind
Professor Elmer Schaefer.
T he Ju dicial Council: The regulatory
body of the Honor Code is usually the
"Judicial Council," although last year
another organization, "Dean Marcus,"
administered the Code. Last year the
Judicial Council vowed change. Internal
gridlock over the structure of this
organization's new Constitution and
Bylaws was broken last year when the
Council unanimously agreed to base the
organization's guiding principles on
Shirley Jackson ' s The Lottery.

Naugahyde: A space-age polymer faux
leather covering found on furniture in the
lobby of the law school. The Surgeon
General and the National Academy of
Sciences recently recommended a ban on
Naugahyde upholstery in academic
settings, citing studies which indicate that
prolonged exposure to the material
decreases the chances ofmaking it to-class
and increases the spread ofbaseless rumor
and innuendo. Warning: failure to capitalize
N augahyde will result in an indeterminate
sanction from the Coordinating Committee

Jazzy and

of the Honor Council, the Legal Skills
Special Forces Defector Recovery Team,
and the Nauga Liberation Front.
Courtroom 21: This state-of-the-art, multimedia courtroom is touted as the best in
the universe despite the fact that the Fire
Marshall, upon seeing the narrow and
inaccessible jury box, called the courtroom
"the most technologically advanced death
trap in the world." Protectively tended by
the ultra-possessive Professor Fred
Lederer, the court is often used to
demonstrate to judges from all across the

country how they too can keep the
turnstiles of justice spinning by packing
eight-time repeat drug offenders away into
prisons with the aid ofcomputer animation.
Term inal Felicity: This law of social
science is a rough corollary ofHeisenberg' s
Uncertainty Principle. The lawofTerminal
Felicity states that in any given entering
first year class, no accurate determination
can be made as to whether a particular fITst
year is single or dating an outside love

See GLOSS on 16

do Rich1110nd R oad

The Amicus Curiae proudly introduces its new restaurant review column. Our heroines, whose identities are withheld to protect
the guilty, set out on a journey in search ofThe Rainbow Room ofthe 'Burg. For reasons beyond their control, however, they found
themselves trapped in the black hole of dining, the endless thoroughfare of vacation plans gone awry, otherwise known as
Richmond Road. Follow the intrepid Jazzy and gastronomically fearless Tango through each installment as they battle the evil
forces of bad service, chintzy decor, and e-coli bacteria. --Eds.
WeIcometoourcolumn. Thisweek,as Tango delighted in the Love Me Tender fettucini that tastes weird." Finally, Tony
fate would have it, we ended·up at the GrilleQ Chicken, accompanied by an Michaels (3L) ordered the same chicken
Rockin' Robin on country night abundanceoffries. The chicken was fasty, sandwich as Tango, which he deemed,
(Thursdays for all of you Billy Ray Cyrus across between Roy Rogers (which Tango "Just your basic chicken sandwich." Tony
fans) . This struck us as aberrational due regards affectionately) and the kind mom had wanted to order a pizza, but pizzas are
to the general '50s motif of the used to make (which Tango also regards only served before 7 p.m. and after 9 p.m.
establishment. Finally, for those of you affectionately). Jazzy ordered the Hound It seemed we had fallen into the mysterious
tired of the alternative Sobo scene, a club Dog, a quarter-pound frank, accompanied "Pizza Gap." ,As a fmal dining note, refills
with a multi-tiered theme. CaUitBiIlyBob's by a piddling handful of fries (why the on beverages are not free, but this is
meets Happy Days with a dash of Saturday difference? Was the short order cook compensated for by soft drinks festooned
Night Fever to boot.
sweet on Tango? Did he give her half of with fruit.
For those of you who are adventurers
As we sat down to order, we were Jazzy'sfries?). Jazzyremarked,"It' slikea
tantalized by a number of '50s-themed . bighotdog. Itwould'vedoneElvisproud." atheart, pleasenotethattheRockin'Robin
appetizers, such as Bye-Bye Birdie chicken
Jazzy and Tango' s dining companions offers many services and special treats
fmgers (ouch!) and Peggy Sue Potato shared similarly mixed reviews. John Lapp such as dance lessons, contests, live bands,
Skins. Howeverwedecidedtojusttwist- (lL) declared his Yakety-yak Steak n' D.J.s, games and PRIZES!
and-shout into the main course. Though Cheese was palatable but had little else to
service was slow, we hardly noticed due to say on the matter. When pressed, he
Rockin' Robin Restaurant and Niteclub
the down home swinging-and-swaying of exclaimed, "I don' t like the cheese!" Louis Address: 1402 Richmond Rd.
the Leather n' Lace Country Dancers, who Tesser (2L) ordered the generically named Inside the Econo Lodge Historic
continued to entertain us even after our fettucini, which came accompanied with Hours: Dinner 5-9 p.m., entertainment starts
food had fmally made its long journey to an authentic Italian side dish: toast. Louis at 9 p.m. with munchies served all night
our table.
commented, "The bread is decent, but as Rating(onascaleofl -5Elvises): Jazzy: 2.5
Our food arrived to mixed reviews. for the rest, it's a huge plate of mediocre Elvises; Tango: 2 Elvises
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Natural B orn Kil lers are not very nIce peop le
By STEPHEN YOUNGKIN
. Many things can and have been said about
Oliver Stone. He is considered by many in
the film community to be paranoid,
reactionary, self-righteous. One word
though that I've never heard in reference
to Stone is "timid." He is one of the few
filmmakers who is willing to put his entire
selfinto a movie and not care what anyone
else thinks. As a result, he regularly makes
movies that get attention. You may not like
what Stone has to say or how he says it,
but you do pay attention.
That is certainly the case with Natural
Born Killers. After a year of comfortable
fluff pieces like True Lies, Forrest Gump,
Lion King and The Mask, this is a movie
that does not let you relax. It teIIs the story
of Mickey and Mallory, two psychopathic
mass murders who go on a 3-month
shooting spree leaving 52 dead bodies in
their wake. Thanks to the mass media
vultures such as Wayne Gale (played by
Robert Downey Jr. as an Australian version
of Geraldo Rivera), Mickey and MaIIory
are turned into folk heroes. The fact that
they are mass murderers is irrelevant; the
public likes them because they' re cool.
To reiterate, the movie never lets you
take it easy because it is constantly jumping
around. In an interview, Stone commented
-iliat he used over 3000 images in this
movie. He also uses every conceivable
form of film technique imaginable from
black and white to animation to morphing
to slow motion to video tape and more
styles than can possibly be named. This
results in a total assault on the senses
that's not like anything ever been done
before.
Stone' s varied techniques also allows
him to use some truly briIIiant approaches
to narration. For example, in depicting how
Mickey and Mallory first meet, Stone uses
a very sick sitcom format. The show is
titled " I Love Mallory" and features
Rodney Dangerfield as Mallory ' s abusive
lecherous molesting father. Stone even
goes so far as to include a laughtrack to
back up the cruel, disgusting comments
that Dangerfield makes to Mallory. The
entire sequence is mesmerizing and
disturbing at the same time.
Stone is assisted by superb
performances all around. In particular,
Woody Harrelson (as Mickey) and Robert
Downey Jr. each give performances that
will hopefully be remembered at Oscar

GLOSS from ·15
interest until all bodily activity
comes to rest after Fall from Grace.
The law dictates that until that
time, two-thirds of existing
relationships, no matter how
doggedly avowed, will have
imploded by the middle of first
year, laying a path for your cheesy
advances. This is called the Hope
Springs Eternal effect.
TheGraduateComplex: Builtin
1991 , the Graduate Complex is

time. Harrelson has now proven to be the
only " Cheers" star to make a successful
leap into motion pictures. He creates a
character who is, at times, a quasiphilosopher, good-old-boy, and romantic
hero yet an unrelenting predatory monster
that kills whenever by whim. DoWney Jr.
is also superb in his delivery. His Wayne
Gale is . a hungry, self-promoting, selfrighteous creature who feeds offviolence
and controversy. He represents the
epitome ofthe media that Stone is satirizing

and attacking.
One thing should be kept in mind before
deciding to see this movie. This is not
even close to being a pleasant time at the
theater. A friend of mine commented that
if they removed all of the violence in this
movie, the film would be about 1 minute
long. Personally, I think he' s exaggerating.
I think it would be about 2 minutes long.
Practically every scene is filled with
ugliness, violence and depression. The
two main characters are psychopathic

monsters and the "heroes" surrounding
them are even scummier. There is no one
to root for or care about.
But repulsion does not mean Natural
Born Killers is not a movie worth seeing.
It is filled with images and scenes that will
stay with you. There are a number of
brilliantly black comic scenes that beat
anything else made so far this year. So do
go see it, just make sure you know what
you' re getting yourself into before you
do .

Publicity loves company

t,
I say, Cyril, they
appear to be
publicity hounds in
their natural h a bitat!

named after LiIliePate Whitehead
Evans, a devout Shaker who
rejected cable television as "an
evil," and refused to allow more
than 11 people into her home,
even for parties. The Grex is
founded upon her beliefs.
Designed by Col. William P.
Ridgefield of the Army Corps of
Engineers , the complex is
intended to serve both as
comfortable housing for students
in time ofpeace, and a harsh prison
camp for unruly captives in times

The King
is dead!
Long live,
the queen

/

.

Dan Jordan
of war, and can accomplish both
without altering the existing
structure. All apartments are
approximately 45 or 46 square
feet, except for the apartment
currently inhabited by Jon Rotter
and Bryan Fratkin (3Ls), which
was originaIIy planned as the site
for the opening ceremonies ofthe
1996 SurnmerOlympics.
Legal Skills: A unique program
offered by M-W, Legal Skills
teaches first year students how
to write amemorandum, research

complex issues, and interact with
clients in the context of a simulated case. In the second year,
Legal Skills broadens the experience to provide students with a
more realistic exposure to the law.
Legal SkiIIs Senior Associates
go through simulated divorces
and are given simulated physical
and psychological addictions to
chemical substances. Students
may choose a civil or a criminal
track. Students in the civil division are pressured by their Legal

Skills senior partners to bill more
hours than they actually work
and research mindlessly obscure,
issues. Students in the criminal
division are required to defend
confessed serial killers, and get
to learn the excitement of public
service that comes with discovering that the crack lord you argued should get the chair, yet
failed to convict, is waiting on
your doorstep to share a few
thoughts with you and your family.

. -

Wednesday, September 7, 1994
OCPP: Interview tips, 12:30 p.m., room 124.
SBA: Information session for l Ls, 4:30p.m., room 119. Social
Committee members are especially needed.
Fighting Gravity: (Formerly Boy 0 Boy) Concert at the
University Center Cafe, 9 p.m. $2.
Thursday, September 8, 1994
OCPP: " Careers with the U.S-. Justice Department," 1:00
p.m., room 119.
Bushrod: Packet distribution, 8:30 p.m., room 119.
Bar Review: Polo Club, time TBA.
SBA: Sign-up for SBA Tennis Tournament.

-

---~

.-
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Monday, September 12, 1994
OCPP: 2nd group mailing resume submission deadline,
closing time.
Bushrod: Intent to compete forms due by 5 p.m. to Erin
Brewster's (3L) hanging file.
oOrson We-Ue~ -Film: "!t' sAll T~~," hisjost-clasosic-from l~i42 'Williamsburg Theatre on DOG Street, 7 p.m.
Field Hockey: vs. Dartmouth, 3 p.m., Busch Field.
0

Tuesday, September 13, 1994
Note from the ABA Convention: Unfortunately, the
convention was disrupted every time an ambulance went by.
Thought for Today: Statistics are used as a drunk uses a light
pole.

Wednesday, September 14, 1994
Bushrod: Judges ' Meeting, 6-7 p.m., room 127.
Bailiffs' (lLs) Meeting, 12:45- 1:30 p.m., room 124.
Praticum, 7 p.m., room 120.
M-W Student on "The Price is Right:" Alisa Pittman (2L)
and family, 11 a.m.
Friday, September 9, 1994
Chdstopher Wren Association Opening Convocation:
OCPP: 3 duplicate resumes due in OCPP, closing time.
Wightman Cup Room, W&MHall, 2 p.m.
SBAlBLSA: Reggae SunsplashParty, 8 p.m., Campus Center Men ' s Soccer: vs. VCU, 7:30 p.m., Busch Field.
Patio.
Exhibition Opening Reception: "Leadership Arts of West Thursday, September 15, 1994
Africa" and "Impressions: Prints from the Permanent Town & Gown Luncheon: "Women in Retirement: Are Their
Collection," 5:30p.m., Muscarelle Museum.
Experiences Different From Those of Men?" Kathleen F.
The Princess Bride: Film at Williamsburg Theatre, DOG Slevin, Department of Sociology, University Center, Chesapeake
Room, 12:15 p.m.
Street, 11 p.m.
Men's Soccer: vs. Delaware (Tribe Soccer Classic), 7:30
Friday, September 16, 1994
p.m., Busch Field.
Thought for the Day: Think back to the ' Thoughts of
Yesterday, and the Day Before.
Saturday, September 10, 1994
Football: vs. Delaware, 1 p.m., Zable Stadium.
Men's Soccer: vs. Portland (Tribe Soccer Classic), 7 :30 p.m., Saturday, September 17, 1994
"Into Africa," a family festival: to celebrate the traditions
Busch Field.
The Princess Bride: Williamsburg Theatre, DOG St., 11 p.m. of Africa and provide an opportunity for all ages to enjoy the
riches ofAfrica surrounded by the exhibition "Leadership Arts
of West Africa", MuscarelleMuseum, 1 p.m. Thoseattending
Sunday, September 11, 1994
Women's Soccer: vs. Notre Dame, 2 p.m., Barksdale Field. will play African games, make Africanartprojects, eat AfricanGallery Talk: "Leadership Arts of West Africa," William C. style foods, listen to African stories and move to African
rhythms. Free.
Mithoefer,3 p.m., oM uscarelle Museum.
Orson Welles Film: "It' s All True," his lost classic from 1942.
Sunday, September 18, 1994
Williamsburg Theatre on DOG Street, 7 p.m.
Thought for Today: Be true to yourself, and you will not be Thought for Today: Believe in this day, for every minute
contains an opportunity to do good.
false to anyone.
0

0
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Calendar of Events
Tuesday, September 6, 1994
Shakespeare Film: "Much A do About Nothing," 7:30 p.m.
at the Charles Center (in the basement of Tucker, the first
building on the right from behind the Wren building, and
formerly the ho~e of M-W).
Amicus Curiae Meeting: 5:30 p.m. in Room 239.

-- -

Please submit your entries for the Amicus Events Calendar to Monica Thurmond (2L) or the Amicus Curiae
hanging file. Entries may include activities sponsored by law school organizations, community events of interest
to M-W students, or just about anything else that you can think of.
~

--
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A Duck Out of Water

4gers win Superbowl; NFC East goes the way of USSR

-.

by ALAN DUCKWORTH
Welcome back to another
wonderful year at the world of MW. Well, as e eryone knows, the
biggest sports story of the
summer was Dream Team II ' s
stunning upset victory at the
World Championships in
Toronto. Dream Team II? Has
there every been a less aptly
named team? Jordan, Bird, Magic,
Barkley Ewing, et aI. , now that
was a Dream Team. Wearetalking
12 fust-ballot Hall of Famers,
including three of the greatest
players to ever play the game.
Even the addition of Christian
Laettnercouldn ' t spoil this team .
Dream Team II is a pale
comparison. The team included
two old guys who, two years ago,
were not good enough to make
Dream Team (although Joe
Dumars might have deserved a .
place.) Hell, Steve Sm ith is on this
team. I don't think I need to say
anything else.
Okay, I do know the real story
ofthe summer. It does not involve
OrenthalJames. The true story is
America Held Hostage, Day 25.
The b·a seball strike has
irreparably harmed what was
shaping up to be the best season
ina longtime. Iwashavingtrouble
understanding the players' point.
Despite an average salary of$1 .2
million a year, the players can' t
afford to have salary increases
capped or even slowed. I had
trouble understanding this
position until I read an article
which pointed out thatthe median
salary in Major League Baseball
is only $500,000. This means that
halfthe players make more than
this amount and the other half
make less. Now I understand
their point. The poor baseball
players truly are exploited. And
Bobby Bonma really does deserve

to make $31 ,000 and change for
e ery game of the season. Well,
now that I have ented a little
anger, let 's preview the FL
season.
Pro FootbaU
The question for this football
season is can Dallas become the
fust team to . .vin three consecutive
Super Bowls? Also, can Buffalo
become the fust team to appear in
five consecutive SuperBowls,
and if they do, will anyone care?
Here is a division by division
preview.
NFC East: Oncethiswasthebest
division in football. Not any
longer. Dallas, despite Jerry
lones ' s best efforts, is still the
best in the East. They have too
much talent not to win this less
than overwhelming division. Just
to show how topsy-turvy things
have become, the Arizona
Cardinals are likely to be the only
other playoff team from this
division. With the addition of
Seth Joyner, Clyde Simmons and
Buddy Ryan, the Cardinals may
be the most improved team in
football. With a break or two,
they can contend with the
Cowboys for fust place in the
NFC East. By the way, isn'tthe
Cardinals winning the NFC East
one of the signs of the
Apocalypse? Just wondering.
The Giants, the Eagles and the
Redskins will all be on the outside
of the playoffs looking in. The
Giants are starting Dave Brown at
quarterback after releasing Phil
Simms. The Eagles have lost their
best defensive players to free
agency and are relying on a quirky
quarterback coming off his
second major injury in three years.
The Redskins just plain aren' t
that good right now.
NFC Central: This will be the
tightest race in the deepest divi-

sion. Minnesota, Green Bay, and
Detroit are all capable ofwinning.
E en Chicago has enough talent
to make a run at a wild card berth.
Green Bay will probably win the
division because they are the
on'- team which has had any
stabi Iity at quarterback. On opening da , it is possible that the
other four teams will have starting quarterbacks who were not
on their rosters when last season
ended. Detroit and Minnesota
both hope to have finally solved
their long-standing quarterback
problems by acquiring Scott
Mitchell and Warren Moon respectively. Detroit, however, will
go only so far as Barry Sanders
can carry them. Meanwhile, Minnesota is relying on a 37-year-old
run-and-shoot quarterback.
NFC West: The4gers ' domination ofthis division will continue.
San Francisco' s only weak spot
last year was a soft defense. With
the addition of Ken Norton, Richard Dent and Ricky Jackson, the
defense can't help but be vastly
improved. The Rams aren' t very
good and the Falcons and Saints
are in that nether region; if they
get some breaks, they could be
respectable, but more likely they
won't be particularly successful.
AFC East: Will Buffalo finally go
away? Maybe soon, but not this
year. Despite some free agent
defections Jim Kelly, Thurman
Thomas , Bruce Smith and
company are still too strong. The
biggest problem with this team is
the same problem all . the
contenders have: no depth . One
serious injury and the season will
be fmished . Dan Marino is back
for the Dolphins and that's good
news. Ifhe can return to anything
close to his pre-injury form , the
Dolphins will contend with the
Bills fortheAFCtitie. The Patriots
INTRODUCING
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further improved themselves
during the off-season and should
build on their strong finish . The
playoffs are still a year away. Too
many strange things have to
happen forthe Jets orthe Colts to
be a factor.
AFC Central: This is the weakest
division in footbalL The winner
of this division is likely to be the
worst of the playoff teams, and
that includes all of the wild card
teams. The Oilers have been
decimated by free agency and the
salary cap. The Bengals are hurt
by their unwillingness to spend
money. The Browns are starting
Vinny Testaverde at quarterback.
The Steelers are left to win by
default. They are a decent team
with a good defense which should
be enough for a fustround playoff
loss.
AFC West: The Wild West is
back. The Broncos spent the offseason buying toys for John
Elway. The Broncos may have
the most offensive weapons in

COURSES from 1
pass-fail course was a mistake.
"There were good things and
bad things about it. On the one
hand, it probably was effective in
rewarding the people who had
done a particularly goodjob. But
it also created some undesirable,
internal
working-group
competition," he said.
Students have complained
since the A grade was
implemented in Legal Skills that
professors awarded the A's
subjectively and arbitrarily. Some
professors granted as many as
five A 's per semester, while others
rewarded just one or twa. In
~ddition, the A grade created
resentment and competition
among students in the Legal Skills
fums, who were supposed to be
working with, not against, each
other.

ALUMS from 9
She remembered John Levy as
always saying "Greetings," and
Fred Lederer teaching her that
there is a little bit of Perry Mason
in all of us.
The day continued with a luncheon with W&M President Timothy Sullivan and discussions on
boosting alumni chapter activities, the role of volunteers and a
receptionatthehomeofthe Dean.

the NFL. And with their defense,
they will need all of them. The
Raiders have a championship
caliber defense, a receiving core
of track stars and a capable
quarterback. What they lack is
any semblance ofa running game,
which is why they won 't beat the
Broncos for the title. The Chiefs
are counting on Joe Montana
staying health, not a safe bet in
this decade. The S.eahawks are
still developing, and probably are
a year away from winning the
division. Meanwhile, the
Chargers have taken a step
backwards.
Here are my final predictions:
NFC : Division winners: Dallas,
Green Bay, San Francisco
Wild Cards: Arizona, Detroit,
Green Bay
AFC : Division Winners: Buffalo,
Pittsburgh, Denver
Wild Cards: Miami, Los Angeles,
Chiefs
And in the Super Bowl, San
Francisco will defeatthe Broncos.
"I think the Legal Skills 'A'
policy was divisive and selfdestructive. The change back to
the Honors system is ·the best
thing since sliced bread," said
Mike Cox (3L). Cox did notreveal
how many A's he received in
Legal Skills.
Molitemo agreed that the "A"
,policy had a negative impact on
finn cohesion.
"There aren't
that many opportunities in law
school to work as a member of a
team, where the team's goal is to
produce something that doesn't
involve internal competition
among the team members. A lot
of people felt as though we were
losing some ofthat [team spirit]."
Molitemo conceded that the
grading system was subjective,
but said the inconsistency in the
award ofgrades by fums could be
explained by the quality of
students in each fum, not the
grading system. The change in
the grading policy came in
response to student and facu~ty
input and indicates the 6-yearold program ' s openness to
feedback and reform, he said.
While many 2Ls would prefer
to convert to a pass/fail/honors
system Moliterno said the
committee felt it was best to
continue those students in the
system that was offered when
they were I Ls.
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computer-like rankings

Intralllurals: "I fear to look, yet 1 cannot turn away"
By ALEXANDRA SILVA
Well, another summer has come and
gone. With this sad event comes the
realization that, yes, we have chosen to
attend law school in the mecca of
Williamsburg. The hours of exciting lectures and scintillating reading, the neverfaltering comraderie with fellow classmates,
the joys of getting to know OCPP inside
and out, and of course the tremendous
selection of nightspots. Why do I deserve
sO,much pleasure in one lifetime, you might
ask?

Nonetheless, whether law school fuels
your love of competition, refmes your
hatred ofyour fellow man, or justturns you
into one tense, anal freak, there is a solution. In one word, Intramurals. Whether
you are a fITstyear or a W & M law veteran
who rarely saw the outside of a carrel, the
outlet provided by attempting to crush
your fellow classmates or even better, the
undergrads, is definitely not one to be
missed .
CAUTION: IF YOU ONLY PICKED UP
THE PAPER LAST YEAR SO AS TO

READ BILL MADIGAN ' S ARTICLE,
THEN 'YOU SHOULD BE FOREWARNED THAT I PROMISED BILL I
WOULD NOT DO THE "NICKNAME
THING" UNLESS THEPUBLICABSOLUTEL Y DEMANDED IT. SO IF THIS
ABSENCE IS TOO UPSETTING, STOP
READING AND DROP A NOTE IN MY
HANGING FILE.
F or all those still reading, I thank you
for your willingness to just let go of the
past, no matter how painful that might be,
and expand your horizons. For a rose is a

f'Pi---------------------------------iiiiiii;;;-;;;;;---------iiiiiiiiil
·ec. · SBA Softball Tourney
Gatne Brl .1;s .

'

rounded out their softball career proudly until Co-T outfielder Chris Shea made a
By ALEXANDRA SILVA
Game 1: Co-Trouncers(16)v. Bitter (0) announcing that they had scored one run diving catch of a shallow pop to center by
The Co-Trouncers began a perfect 4- all day. One of the Embarrassments, who APMW outfielder Joe Guarino (3L).
o streak with a resounding victory over asked only to be identified as "Ramona," Swearing the ball was trapped, APMW
the aptly named Bitter. Three-up, three- offered this candid perspective: "Golly, coach Mike Cox (3L) cussed vehemently,
shouting about a " conspiracy of the
down concisely summarizes the did that suck!"
highest order" masterminded by the umpire.
performanceoft 1Rachel van der Voort' s Game 7: Co-Trouncers (24) v. Brad (I)
Not since Waco has the world seen as A lone homer brought second baseman
team oflistless first years, while the CoT's scored 16 runs in the first three much destruction. Brad suffered the worst Tony Agudelo out of a slump and gave
innings. Co-Tcoach Neil Lewis pleaded defeat of the day, losing 24-1 in a Bataan APMW their only run .
with his minions to ease up a little, citing Death March that mercifully ended at the Game 13: APMW(l6)v.Sox(4)
Sox, vying for top spot in the losers'
the need for Bitter's attendance later at bottom of the fifth inning, when the game
was called due to disparity. Said the bracket, met with a loss against APMW
his party to make it a success.
presidingump: "Skunk Rule? Hell no, I was fresh from their spanking by the CoGame2: Brad (I 1) v. Paul's Pitcher (5)
Paul ' s Pitcher ran dry against Brad, invoking the Geneva Convention." Some Trouncers. With one player missing, the
11-5. Dean Krattenmaker, playing for Brad victims mumbled about atrial for War Sox strained to pull off the big one. After
the puzzlingly-named Brad was MVP for Crimes. Co-Trouncers second basehuman only the second strikeout of the day by
this game, and proved to be a virile Carey Lee had this to say about the horror: wee, emaciated Donald Sciortino, the hopes
ofthe Sox seemed to have drained. APMW
powerhouse of a man on the field and in "I fear to look, yet I cannot turn away."
garnered run after run, and by the time the
the batter's box, in the .opinion of this Game 8: APMW(17)v.MSPA(2)
In a stunning 17-2 pummelling of the ( Sox woke up, it looked like a runaway
reporter (Soc. Sec. #237-57-8903).
Game 3: An the President's Men and Animals, All the President's Men and victory . One bad call by the ump left Sox
Women racked up hit after hit, run after run firstbase~oman Kim Hanaft fuming: "We
Women(9)v.Sox(3)
All the President's Men and Women against an otherwise impotent opponent. was robbed! "
came out strong, denying clemency to Once again the 15 run rule was employed, FinalGame: Co-T' s(8)v. APMW(l)
The final game of the Neil Lewis
Sox in a 9-3 victory. APMW firmly and the Animals skulked away, tails
Celebrity Softball Classic ended with an
established itself as the best 31 team in between their legs.
easy victory by the Co-T's over APMW.
the tournament. When asked about Game 9: Paul's Pitcher (16) v. MSP A (8)
A triple by Tony Agudelo and a single by
this, S.B.A. Presidentand2d Baseperson Game 10: Sox(5)v.Brad(3)
The Animals and Brad were finally John"Meathammer"Mateyak(3Ls)helped
Julie Patterson stated, "that's because
denied any dignified end to the morning of give APMW their only score of the game.
we are the only 31 team on the field."
The Co-Trouncers were held down to
Game4: Meat Sucking Pack Animals or misery when they were eliminated in losses
the Mean Spirited Panty Army or of the second round of the losers' bracket, no runs in the fITst, largely with the help of
certifying them as second only to Bitter firstbaseman Bryan Fratkin (3L), who
something (20) v. Embarrassments (l)
Rich Roston (lL) was the only and the Embarrassments as the least- stopped a linedrive by Neil Lewis dead in
Embarrassment to escape unscathed, . successful game in the tourney. Both its tracks. Lewis, who was visibly
squeezing out a measly homer in the teams wallowed around in pools of their embarr<l$sed, wormed overto his teamates
first. From there on the Animals toyed own urine trying to get something started. and held his head in shame. A double by
with their opponent, snuffmg them out Anemic hitting, error-ridden fielding, and Agudelo in the fourth wasn't enough to
gleefully in a game called under the tremendous hangovers offered Brad and help APMW, who by this time was dropping
fly balls left and right. The Co-T's took
Skunk Rule in the 5th. None of the the Animals a 1-1 record each.
advantage of this complete selfEmbarrassments would comment on the Game 12: Sox(8)v. Paul'sPitcher(2)
In the Losers' bracketsemi-final, those destruction, and Shea, Jeff Marks and
game, and most wept openly.
Game5: Paul's Pitcher(l 7) v. Bitter (7) darned Sox faced a bitter shaming by Paul's Lewis all scored in the 4th, with a little help
Bitter perfected its 0-2 record in its Pitcher in a hard-fought struggle for a from frrstbaseman Eric Misener. The Codefeat in the hands of Paul's Pitcher by chance to go to the fmals. Sox pitcher Ian T's scored three more in the fifth,
a score oft 7 -7. While Bitter managed to Siminoff(IL) delivered excellent pitches to destroying APMW's tiny chance of a
avoid a shutout thanks to the talent of his own team, and Chris Reinhardt and Ken comeback.
Neil Lewis, gifted strategist and coach
Steve Grocki, Eddie SmaJIwood, and Brad Greenspan (IL) helped deliver a sound
victory
over
Paul
'
s
Pitcher.
of
the Co-T's credited the victory to
Finch (I L), the team ' s effort was iargely
Game
II:
Co-Trouncers(5)v.
APMW(l)
"nothing
less than my sheer mental
futile; and Bitter skulked away in shame,
The
Co-Trouncers
and
APMW
faced
brainpower,
and the ability ofmy teammates
vowing victory next year.
off
for
the
first
time
in
the
fmals
for
the
to
take
orders.
Heh heh."
Game6: Sox(l8)v.Embarrassments(l)
Winner'
s
bracket.
Chris
Shea,
Neil
Lewis
Mike
Cox,
hunched
over by the defeat,
Sox infielder Donald Sciortino( I L),
and
Jeff
Marks
(2Ls)
started
off
strong
for
had
this
bitter
observation
about his
"Embarrassments is as Embarrassments
"It
all
goes
to
show
you:
great
players:
the
Co-T'
s,
while
APMW
struggled
to
put
does." Playing like a bunch of second
coaching
can
only
get
you
to
the
something
together
in
the
first
two
innings.
stringers from the Make a Wish
championship,
but
it
can'
t
get
the
win."
Hope
for
a
run
seemed
in
sight
for
APMW
Foundation , the Embarrassments

rose, or something like that. Anyway on
with the sports coverage!
As of this writing, the only sport
competition completed was the infamous
SBA Intramural Softball Tournament. The
summer-lQngprogram ofrunning, weightlifting and batting practice became evident
when the eight teams stepped up to bat
early Saturday morning. As soon as the
fITst balls began to fly, one realized that the
most consistent thing about the
tournament was that most players capped
off their surnmertraining with a late night
of beer-swilling at the PSF event the night
before. Ofcourse, having had a similar late
night experience, I was unable to wrench
myself out of bed to watch the tournament.
So the following highlights are straight
from the horse's mouth, the umpire .. . Ted
Atkinson:
FIRST ROUND: The Co-Trouncers led by
2L Neil Lewis had a resounding victory
over the aptly named team Bitter, ledby lL
Rachel Vander Voort(16-0). Paul' s Pit~her
ran dry against Brad, (11-5) with Dean
Krattenmaker proving to be a virile
powerhouse of a man .
Led by Mike Cox, the 3Ls of All the
President's Men and Women, hereafter
referred to as APMW, came out strong,
denying clemency to the Sox with a score
of9-3. Meat Sucking Pack Animals toyed
with their opponent the Embarrassments
snuffing them out gleefully inagame called
under the Skunk rule in the 5th (20-1).
SECOND ROUND: Not since Waco has
the world seen as much destruction. The
team named Brad suffered the worst defeat
of the day, losing 24 to 1 in a Bataan Death
March that mercifully ended at the bottom
ofthe fifth . Said the presiding ump, " Skunk
Rule? Hell no, I was invoking the Geneva
convention." Co-T's second basehuman
Carey Lee (1 L)commented aboutthehorror,
"I fear to look, yet I cannot turn away."
Also notable, APMW vetoed the Meat
Suckers with a 17-2 victory.
THIRD ROUND: The Co-T' s and APMW
faced off for the first, but not last, time in
the finals for the Winners Bracket. Chris
Shea, Neil Lewis and Jeff Marks (2L's)
started off strong for the Co-T' s. APMW
struggled to put something together, but
scored only once with a homer by Tony
Agudelo (3L); the game ended 5-1.
APMW then moved to play the fmals
of the losers bracket against Sox. After
only the second strikeout of the day by
wee, emaciate? Don Sciortino (lL), the
hopes of the Sox seemed to fizzle so with
a 16-2 victory APMW moved on to the
fmal fmal of the Winners Bracket.
FINAL: The final game ofthe2LNeil Lewis
Celebrity Softball Classic ended with an
easy victory by the Co-T's over APMW.
APMW scored once with an Agudelo
triple, John Mateyak (3L) single combo.
But the later combo of dropping fly balls
left and right by APMW with the sheer
brute force ofthe Shea-Lewis-Marks powerhouse proved too much. 8-1 .
CO-REC INTRAMURALS:
Although with yet another victory
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patch).
LAW WATCH from 6
SEX HARASSMENT IS EASY: A union
FEDERAL LAW PROTECTS ELVIS picketer who uses gender-related derogaLAMP: Under the new federal isual Art- tory terms is committing sexual harassists ' Rights Act a mammoth unfinished ment by creating a ' hostile working en isculpture in an office building cannot be ronment," a ew Jersey Appeals court
removed, or hidden from public iew. until held. (Law Week)
the artist dies,said Manhattan federal judge GENDER EQUALITY IN PRISON: Male
and female prisoners generally have no
David Edelstein. Ifa work is esteemed b,
members ofthe arts community, experts or right to be treated equally, the Eighth
" some cross-section of society," the own- Circuit said. But they do have a right to
ers must preserve it. (Wall Street Journal) equal access to federally funded educaGRAVESTONES CENSORED: The tion programs under Title IX , the inth
word dad" and other informalities are not Circuit said. (Law Week)
allowed on stones in Church of England FAKE SWISS: Chinese knives can be
graveyards , a Feckleton England sold as "Swiss Army Knives," the Second
Circuit said. (Washington Post)
consistory court held. (London Times)
TOO HOT: McDonald' s coffee is too hot, CHEAP DIVORCE SOURCE: Gary Ridge
an Albuquerque jury found, awarding of Charleston, S.c. was charged with un$2,900,000to Stella Liebeck, 84, who spilt authorized practice of law. His 'Pro Se
Legal Corp." did thousands of inexpenit in her lap. (London Times)
NAZIS: Nazi race riot leaders in sive divorces and bankruptcies. (RichMagdeburg, Germany were jailed for three mond Times-Dispatch)
F AMILYV ALVES PREVAIL: Tex. Disyears. (London Times).
VIRGINIA MAY BE NEW CORPO- trict Court judge Don Wittig denied a
RATE HEAVEN: A new Virginia statute motion to enjoin Houston attorney Lisa
makes board members immune from share- Brown from bringing her 5-month-old
holders ' suits if they use an informed daughter to witness depositions. Brown
decision-making process, regardless of claimed that "while she is trying to wean
their decisions' rationality, federal judge her [the baby] remains very vocal about a
James Michael held in the Tyson chicken desire to be breast-fed every three hours
takeover case. (Richmond Times-Dis- or so." (New York Times)
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under its belt, the Co- T' s are the
defmite pre-season pick for the
Softball Co-Rec lntramurals. I am
sure that APMW will prove a
stronger candidate with a lower
games-per-day ratio.
The intramurals began on September I, but as with all good
newspapers, deadlines prevent
the absolute latest news (within

the story. So details of the carnage to come next issue.
Ifsoftball is not your game, no
worries . The fall season has a list
of in tram urals to pleasejust about
everyone. For the athleticallydisincIined, you could have taken
home the gold in the Putt-Putt
championship held September2 .
For the more coordinated and
motivated the Tennis Singles

Due to circumstances beyond our control, our subscriber mailing list
was lost in a tragic computer accident. We ha e attempted to recreate
the mailing list as best we can. In the event that we do not have your
current address, or if you know of regular Amicus Curiae subscribers
who are not receiving their paper, please call us at (804) 221-3279 and
leave your name, current address and a phone number. We will
immediately correct our records and send any past issues you might
have missed .
Than k you for your patience and understanding.
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September I I ,
Doubles begin the 18th (entries
closetomorrow). Pre-season pick,
the we-do-every-sport-together
couple of Andy Ollis and Wendy
Hahn (3L's).
For those beachcomber
types, get out your school time
frustrations with Volleyball beginning on September 8. Preseason pick is last year' s runnerupRepeatOffenders ...withaquar-

School, she worked for the Civil Rights
Division of the Department of Justice.
hearing the news. I will really miss her," From there she worked for the Assistant
said Ivan Bates (3L). In addition to Bates, U.S. Attorney General ' s Office, Criminal
Professor Susan Grover and BLSA Division, in Richmond, where she stayed
President Carla Archie (3L) made brief until coming to M-W. During her
statements. Arch ie also presented Spencer challenging career, Spencer also had a
with a·gavel from BLSA.
family life with her husband, The Hon.
Of those who spoke, the one who knew James Spencer a federal judge in
Spencer best and shared the most in Richmond, and her son Stephen.
common with her was Grover. Grover came
Speaking at the reception, Spencer
to M-W in the same year as Spencer, in discussed her choice not to work in the
1988. Both also have II-year-old sons, private sector because of ' [her] social
share the same birthday and have a worker mentality [and] being able to help
genuine friendship. Praising Spencer' s more people [in the public sector]." She
" commitment to fairness and equality," also stressed the room for growth and
Grover described Spencer as " expending greater responsibility in public service.
more energy than anyone else I know in all "Y ou get your own cases and courtroom
facets of her life [such as] teaching and experience in the public sector," she said.
public service."
Spencer was raised in King Will iam,
As the last speaker of the evening, Virginia, as one of fo ur children. After
Spencer had a few parting words ofwisdom graduating from Howard University with
for the students, especially the 1Ls. She an undergraduate degree in social work,
spoke of everyone needing a support she took the LSA T on a dare from a friend .
system and referred to Grover as a member She had not applied to law school, nor had
of hers. "You need a strong support she any intention to do so, but she
system; lean on it and don't be afraid to performed so well on the LSA T that law
admit weakness," Spencer said.
schools actively recruited her.
According to Spencer, public service
When asked if she had any regrets in
has been a central activity ' in her career. her life, Spencer cited her decision to go
Upon earning her J.D. from UV A Law back to work a couple of months after her

SPENCER from 1

A Message To Our Subs.cribers:

ter of my Corporations class as
teammates. Forthose who prefer
a beer and a cigarette to aerobics,
chalk up your cues and try your
hand at the Billiards tournament
which starts September 25th (with
entries from the 14th to the 21 st).
Indoorsoccer, football, bowling, basketball, ping pong and
badminton come too much later
in the season to mention now-instead just pick up a recreational

son's birth . She said the choice between
being a full-time mother with part-time
work, or a full -time worker and part-time
mother, was a difficult one.
Spencer also described her decision to
leave M- Was difficu lt, although she was
accepting a position she had always
wanted. "It was very difficult to make the
decision . I am more attached to W&M
than I had imagined," Spencer said. She
especially mentioned her extra-special
relationship with the Class of 1995, because
she has taught everyone in the class . She

sports calendar located in the
lobby.
Finally .. . I may not have
nicknames but I want to have
polls of the teams for every sport
to keep everyone up to speed on
the Marshall-Wythe domination
ofIntramurals. So please drop off
a list of your team and updates of
the game results in my hanging
file. Thanks for your patience
during this column transition.

encouraged all students to come by to see
her or to call her at her new office.
St udents in attendance were in
unanimous agreement that she would be
missed and everyone had their own special
attribute of Spencer' s that they would
miss. "Her sense of humor , concern, and
sincerity," said both Jeffrey Whitlock and
Danny Reed (2Ls). Second-year class
representative and a former student
assistant to Spencer, Clay Batchelor added
that he thOUght of her as "more of a friend
than a professor."

A Civil Procedure
III 1922, British police foulld the followillg list, ill tire
handwriting offootman Ernest Albert Walker:
" 1. Ring up Sloane Street
messenger office for boy.
2. Wait at front door.
3. Invitehim in.
4. Bringhim downstairs.
5. Ask him to sit down.
6. Hit him on the head.

7. Put him in the safe.
8. Keep him tied up.
9. At 10:30torture.
10. Prepare for end.
11. Sit down, tum gas on.
12. Put gas light out.
13. Sit down, shut \vindow."
(Spectator)
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